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Abstract

With the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) becoming an international worry

due its role in climate change, solutions such as CO2 capture and storage

technologies are needed to decrease the emissions. The main proportion of

CO2 gas emissions is from fossil fuel combustion in a range of industries,

including power generation. To develop the CO2 capture system for these

operations, new materials are needed for CO2 capture.

Metal-organic framework (MOF) materials have porous crystal structures

containing organic molecules (organic ligands) linked to each other by metal-

containing nodes. The large internal surface area can be exploited for the

adsorption of small gas molecules, and for this reason MOFs may be ideal

candidate materials for CO2 capture and gas separations. Thousands of MOF

materials have been reported, with different combinations of the ligands and

metals and with the capability of forming many different network topologies.

Experimentally it is very difficult to study the gas absorption dynamics, in-

teraction and gas adsorption capacity for the large number of materials. This

problem can be solved by simulations.

The aim of the thesis is to develop a systematic simulation method to screen

the MOF properties and CO2 adsorption capacity and interaction dynamics at

different environment. The molecular dynamics (MD) method with parame-

terised force fields was used to study the interactions between CO2 molecules

and one class of the MOFs, zeolitic imidizolate frameworks (ZIFs) with zinc as

the metal cation. To develop the model, the atom charges have been developed

by using the distributed multipole analysis (DMA) method based on ab initio

DFT calculations for molecules and clusters. The intermolecular forces were

developed by fitting against the MP2 calculations of small clusters of the metal

cations and molecular ligands.
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In order to evaluate the models I simulated the gas-liquid coexistence curve

of CO2 and showed that it is consistent with experiments. I also simulated the

pure ZIF structures on changing both temperature and pressure, demonstrating

the stabilities of the structures but also showing the existence of displacive

phase transitions.

I have used this approach to successfully study CO2 absorption in a number

of ZIFs (from ZIF-zni, ZIF-2, ZIF-4, ZIF-8 and ZIF-10) using MD. The gas

absorption capacity and dynamics have been investigated under 25 bar and

30 bar, 200 ◦, showing a promising uptake of CO2. The results have shown

that CO2 capacity is mainly determined by the pore sizes and pore surfaces,

in which a higher capacity is associated with a higher pore surface. The

intermolecular distance of CO2 inside the pores and channels have been

investigated in the saturation state. It has been shown that the distance

is approximately 4 Å. The attraction force is from the interaction between

CO2 and the imidazolate ligands. In addition, the systematic studies of the

saturated ZIF system gave the minimum diameters for CO2 adsorption which

is approximately 4.4 Å. This interaction has caused the gate opening effects,

with the imidazolate ligands being pushed to be parallel to the CO2 molecules

and opening up to allow more gas molecules go through the channels that

connect the pore structures. This gate opening effect also explains the phase

transition in ZIF-10 caused by CO2 molecules in our simulation, and can be

applied to predict phase transitions in other materials with similar structure

such as ZIF-7 and ZIF-8. The dynamics have also shown that the gas diffusion

velocity is determined by the pore structure as well and by the accumulated

layers of CO2 on the surface prior to being pushed in toward the centre of the

material layer by layer.

The de-absorption processes have also been studied in these materials

by decreasing the pressure from 25 bar to 1 bar under at same temperature.
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The results indicate that the de-absorption is a reverse process of absorption.

The structure of ZIF-10 went through a phase transition induced by CO2

recovered after the guest molecules had been released. The de-absorption can

be accelerated by increasing the temperature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Environmental Crisis

1.1.1 Emission of Carbon Dioxide

It is a world wide worry that the rapid increase in carbon dioxide (CO2)

emissions to the atmosphere may cause global warming and become a threat to

Nature. This might lead to unpredictable consequences. It is universally agreed

that excessive amounts of CO2 have been generated by human activity, such

as from large scale power plants and industries, since the last century. Many

developed countries agreed the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 to take responsibility

to decrease the extent of CO2 emissions, which has been followed by a series

of high level conferences and agreements.

The levels of CO2 emissions can be reduced by two ways, namely by

using alternative energy sources such as wind, solar, tide, hydroelectric and

nuclear energy sources, and by developing CO2 capture technologies to be

used with fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) power plants. Even though other energy

generating technologies are available, fossil fuel sources are the current main

energy source and will still be in a foreseeable future. Therefore, the latter
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 14

aspect which is to develop the carbon dioxide capture technology is urgently

needed.

Most of the CO2 emission (over 80%) is from fossil fuel combustion, ac-

cording to an International Energy Agency (IEA) report [1]. This fossil fuel

combustion can be separated into four categories, industry, electricity & heat,

transport and others (residence etc.). The former two, industry and electricity

& heat, accounted for 63% of the CO2 emission in 2012, with the part from in-

dustry being 20%. This ranges from small plants such as refineries and cement

production to large scale plants like iron and steel industries. Electricity &

heat are mainly supplied by large scale power plants which are responsible for

the other 43% of the CO2 emission. These point out the importance of using

CO2 capture technologies in fossil fuel combustion industries and large point

sources (such as large scale power plants).

1.1.2 Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage

A complete process to capture the CO2 in industry involves three stages,

namely CO2 capture, transport and storage (CCS). Carbon capture technology

has been applied to the iron and steel industries for reuse since 1930s [2].

However, it is still a new technology for fossil fuel combustion power plants.

CCS systems were applied successfully to small scale coal and gas combustion

plants in the 1980s, but there were no subsequent developments. Recently

there has been a large increase in research into CCS systems to be used with

large scale power plants. As there is the lack of CCS systems for most of the

fossil fuel based power plants, studies are mainly focused on the feasibility of

incorporating a CCS system into the current running power plants [3] and the

engineering feasibility of building new large power plants with CCS systems

in the near future [1]. The CO2 capture technology developed in the iron and
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steel industries is ready to be tested in some power plants [4].

CO2 Capture

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has given a detailed

report on the design of CO2 capture and storage systems [5]. According to

the report, the capture technology can be divided into three types based

on the combustion type, which are post-combustion, pre-combustion and

oxy-combustion.

The post-combustion is the most common and mature technology. It applies

to the combustion system that burns fossil fuels in air. The post combustion

product is a mixture of gases contains CO2 and N2 mainly. During the capture

process, CO2 is separated from the gas flow and captured.

The Pre-combustion process involves the chemical reaction before combus-

tion. Before the combustion, oxygen and water steam are pumped in with

the gas fuel to generate CO2 and H2 at a high temperature. Then CO2 can be

captured from the gas mixture and H2 can be recycled as an energy source.

Oxy-combustion technology burns fuel with purge oxygen rather than air,

in which CO2 with high purity can be produced. Pure CO2 can be easily

recycled rather than going through other capture processes.

CO2 Transport and Storage

After the CO2 has been successfully captured, the next concern is how to

transport it. For the large scale transport of CO2 captured at power plants, the

most economic method is a pipeline to transport large amounts of CO2 up to

distances of 10 km. The other methods includes train and shipping, which are

more feasible for smaller amounts of CO2.

The final stage of a CCS system is the CO2 storage. There are two main

methods to store the gas. The first one is to bury the gas under the earth,
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which has now been proven to be feasible. CO2 can be compressed to 100 to

150 bar to be stored under 800 m depths of the previously-mined oil and gas

fields. The second method is to inject and dissolve the compressed CO2 liquid

in the water near the sea floor deeper than 3000 meters. The gas will form

a liquid lake at the sea floor and can be prevented from being release to the

atmosphere.

1.1.3 Current CO2 capture technology

Absorption: amine-based CO2 capture technology

As the CCS system has been discussed in the previous section, the CO2 capture

in a CCS system is divided into different types based on the combustion

type, which means the appropriate CO2 capture method needs to be chosen

for different specific systems. A complete scrubbing system contains two

parts, the capture process and the release process. Since 1970s, the main CO2

capture method that has been developed to separate CO2 from other gases for

economic industry use is amine scrubbing technologies [4]. These use amine

solutions as solvents to capture acid gases such as CO2 at low temperature,

and release the gas by heating.

Amines are derivatives of ammonia, and can be obtained by replacing

the ammonia hydrogen atom with alkyl or alryl groups (monoethanolamine

(MEA), methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) etc.). The most commonly used amine

for CO2 capture is MEA.

The capture process involves bubbling the gas stream through the amine

solution to capture the acid gases such as CO2 and H2S through exothermic

and reversible chemical reactions. Then the solution containing the absorbed

CO2 will be moved into other equipment and heated up, from which the CO2

can be released and compressed for transport, leaving the amine solution to
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be recycled for further CO2 absorption.

Amine based scrubbing technologies are mostly likely to be incorporated

into CCS systems in the near future because so far they are the best developed

of the potential technologies, and because they have relatively lower costs

compared with other proposed capture methods. However, there remain

concerns for the environment due the volatility and toxicity of amines. The

feasibility depends on the economic and environment concerns, and technology

incorporation into large scale power plants has been studied by international

organisations and panels [4, 6, 7].

Absorption: aqueous ammonium absorption

Aqueous ammonia solutions for CO2 capture were first reported some decades

ago [8] and have drawn considerable attention because they are less corrosive

and more stable than amine solutions. However, since ammonia is a toxic gas, it

is necessary to prevent ammonium entering into the atmosphere. Ammonium-

based systems operate efficiently at lower temperature. The lower temperature

also minimises ammonium volatility and the possibility for its leakage.

The reversible reaction temperature for ammonia and CO2 is lower than

the interaction temperature for CO2 and amine based solvents. Therefore the

low quality waste heating equipment at power plants might be exploited to

release captured CO2 in amine based systems.

Absorption

An alternative to the use of chemical absorption for CO2 capture is in the use

of materials that absorb CO2 through physical adsorption on internal surfaces.

Such materials can capture the CO2 molecules because of their large pore

surface area. This leads us to porous material like carbonaceous adsorbents,

zeolites and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).
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One of the carbonaceous materials for CO2 absorption, activated carbon,

was reported in 2010 [9]. This material is commonly used for its low cost and

insensitivity to moisture. However, it is not suitable to work for high pressure

gas and post combustion CO2 capture due to its poor selectivity.

Zeolites as another option have been widely used as commercial adsorbents.

Zeolites have a much higher selectivity which is 5 – 10 times greater than

those of carbonaceous materials, but a 2 – 3 times lower capacity. In addition,

the selectivity and capacity of zeolites will be lowered with water vapour

presented.

MOFs have attracted a lot of attention as CO2 capture candidates due their

variety and tuneable pore structure. More details about MOF structures and

properties will be given in section 1.2. In this thesis will will focus on one

particularly family of porous MOFs.

Membranes

Membrane selection is a method focusing on gas selection and separation.

Porous materials such as zeolites and MOFs and non-porous polymers can be

used to this technology.

Membranes consist of thin films through which certain type of molecules

can pass. The selectivity is determined by the gas solubility at the membrane

surface and its diffusion coefficient in the material. The driving force for

membrane separation is the different partial pressures of the constituent gas.

Therefore, the purity of separated CO2 is determined by the pressure difference

between the feeding gas and permeating gas. For non-porous polymeric

membranes, the vapours and gases are separated based on their different

solubility and diffusivity in the polymers. The diffusivity of permeating

molecules mainly depends on their molecular sizes.

In polymeric membranes, permeating molecules move among the polymer
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chains according to the local gaps opened up by thermal motions of polymer

segments. Therefore the distribution of the gaps and their local changes are

upmost important for the gas separation. Although this technology is mature,

the traditional polymeric membranes suffer from low CO2/N2 selectivity.

For the porous membranes, the gas selection can only happen when the

pore diameter is smaller than the mean free path of gas molecules. This is

because viscous flow occurs if the pores are larger than the limit, and hence no

separation. The amount of gas flow through the pores is proportional to the

molecule velocity, which is 3 – 5 times higher than the amount of gas passing

through a non-porous membrane. However, as for the zeolites, it is limited for

the CO2/N2 separation due to the kinetic similarity of the two gases.

1.2 Metal-Organic Frameworks

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) were first reported in the early 1990s [10],

and were synthesised to resemble porous zeolites structures but with many

more varieties of pores. It was hoped this effort might lead to new materials

with superior properties to zeolites. Systematic MOF synthesis methods and

characterisation of properties have been reported by Yaghi and his group [11,

12] for example, and such work captured people’s interest in part because of

the stability of the materials, the large pore surface, and their tuneable pore

sizes as promising candidates for CO2 capture and selectivity [13].

1.2.1 MOF structures

MOFs contain organic ligands linked to each other by metal-containing nodes

that represent the coordination polyhedra found in inorganic framework struc-

tures. The combination of large number of possible organic linkers and

metal-containing nodes (Zn, Al, Fe, Cu, Mn, Mg and Co etc.) increases the
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(a) ZIF-8 (b) MOF-5 (c) Cu-BTC

(d) MIL-53(Al)

Figure 1.1: Pore and channel structures of some commonly studied MOFs.

varieties of crystal structures. This has led to more than 20,000 MOFs reported

so far. They have various well-defined porous framework structures and are

robust enough to remain porous after guest species been removed, among

which ZIF-8, Cu-BTC (also named HKUST-1) [14], MOF-5 [15] and MIL-53

[16] etc. are commonly studied ones. The pore structure can be as simple as

ZIF-8 and MOF-5 (Figure 1.1 (a) and (b)) with one kind of pore, or can be

designed to be more complicated and containing different sizes of pores as

in Cu-BTC (Figure 1.1 (c)). The pores can also be long channels as in MIL-53

(Figure 1.1 (d)). The diameter of the pores ranges from a few Angstrom to

several tens of nanometers (mesopores) [17, 18].
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1.2.2 MOF properties and applications

The large pore surface area gives the possibility of the gas absorption through

the ability to adsorb gas molecules on the poor surfaces. Moreover, the various

types of pore structure give the scope to tune molecule selectivity, and this

makes it possible to design MOFs for particular target molecule selection and

adsorption.

In addition to having a wide diversity of crystalline pore structures, many

MOFs remain stable when heated to temperatures of a few hundred ◦C [15].

However, there are also some flexible MOFs that react to the change of temper-

ature and pressure quickly, and can exhibit phase transitions.

The studies that have been carried out in the last two decades indicate that

the porous structure, stable chemical and thermal stability mean that MOFs

may be excellent materials for CO2 capture and gas separation for industry

applications. Experiments shows that some MOFs like MOF-177 have a much

higher CO2 capacity than zeolites and active carbon [19]. The same is true for

the possibility of using MOFs for H2 gas storage, leading to application in

industries for new clean energy resources.

1.2.3 Zeolites Imidizolate Frameworks

Zinc-based zeolitic imidazolate framework structures (ZIFs) of formula Zn(im)2

– where im = C3N2H−3 or a related ligand, and where the framework is charac-

terised by ZnN4 tetrahedra linked together though the ligands [20] – are a class

of MOF that have similar crystal structures to those found in silicate zeolites.

The metal-im-metal angle in ZIF (145o) is the same as the Si-O-Si angle in

zeolites, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. This material can be tailored by changing

the metal cation and tuning the exact imidzolate linkage ligands [21]. This has

led to at least 100 types of ZIFs being found [21, 22]. Their various porous
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(a) Zn-Im-Zn (b) Si-O-Si

Figure 1.2: Comparison of the metal-im-metal angle in ZIFs and the Si–O–Si
angle in SiO2.

structures offer the prospect of being exploited for applications in areas such

as catalysis, storing gases such as H2, and capture of gases such as CO2 [23–

29]. Some of these applications will depend on the inherent flexibility of the

structure, possible examples being the capacity of the structure to selectively

absorb small molecules from a gas stream, and applications in catalysis.

ZIFs appear to be among the best materials for CO2 absorption of the

MOFs studied so far, showing excellent CO2 capacities and gas selectivities.

Experiments have shown that ZIFs are competitive with traditional crystalline

microporous materials such as zeolites and ordered mesoporous silicas [30].

ZIFs with large pore surfaces, like ZIF-8 and ZIF-11, have shown high hydrogen

and nitrogen gas uptake capacity under relatively high pressure (greater than

10 bar) and low temperature (77 K) [30] but low CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4

selectivities [31]. Some ZIFs such as ZIF-68, ZIF-69 and ZIF-70 have shown

a great CO2 and N2 uptake capacity, in which 1 l of ZIF-69 can hold 83 l of

CO2 at 273 K under ambient pressure [21]. They are also superior at CO/CO2

selectivity compared with BPL carbon, with the selectivity of ZIF-70 being 4

times greater than BPL carbon [21]. Some commonly studied ZIF structure have

been originally reported by Park et al [20], and are represented in Figure 1.3

using large spheres to highlight the cavities within the structure. Many of
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ZIF-1 ZIF-2 ZIF-3 ZIF-4 ZIF-6

ZIF-7 ZIF-8 ZIF-10 ZIF-11 ZIF-zni

Figure 1.3: The main cage structures of the ZIFs studied in our thesis, all
drawn to a common scale. We show the ZnN4 groups as the blue tetrahedra,
with the network connectivity through the ligands represented as thin rods
between corners of tetrahedra. Empty space is represented by the yellow or
orange spheres.

these materials have the pure imidazolate ligand (ZIF-1, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4,

ZIF-6 and ZIF-10), but examples with a benzo-imidazolate ligand (C7N7H−5 ,

ZIF-7 and ZIF-11) and a methyl-imidazolate ligand (C4N2H−6 , ZIF-8) are also

included.

Most ZIFs have shown high chemical and thermal stabilities, which are

required properties for applications for gas absorption and deabsorption.

However, experiments have shown that some ZIFs are less stable. For example,

ZIF-4 undergoes an irreversible structural phase transition to an amorphous

phase and then to the ZIF-zni structure on heating to 300 ◦C [32]. ZIF-7 goes

through a guest induced displacive phase transition [33]. ZIF-8 also shows a

displacive phase transition induced by the guest argon gas molecules [34].

Although a large number of experiments have been carried out to study

and explore the properties of MOFs with a view to their applications for gas
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storage and separation, it is a tedious and long term research programme to

collect the necessarily large quantity of experimental data due to the large

number of the MOF structures. In the meantime, ever more MOF structures

are being synthesised and reported quickly. On the other hand, the mechanism

of the dynamics and interaction between the gas and MOFs is very difficult

to observe in experiments. Computer simulation is a technique that has the

potential to rapidly screen many materials for their gas uptake capacity and

selectivity.

1.3 Aims and scopes of this thesis

While a number of simulations have been carried on to help understand and

predict the adsorption capacity and selectivity, a general method to screen the

gas adsorption capacity and different gas selectivity is required. A general

model helps to target the type of MOF which meets diverse industrial de-

mands can speed up the commercialisation of MOF production and industrial

application.

In this thesis I report my approach to develop a systematic method to

study the dynamics of the absorption of CO2 in MOFs by empirical molecular

dynamics simulations. I focus on the family of ZIFs, choosing ZIF-zni, ZIF-

1, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6, ZIF-8 and ZIF-10, and simulating their CO2

absorption under thermodynamic conditions that represent the environment

operated in power plants (a temperature 200 ◦C and pressure of 25 bar were

chosen) [3]. I also investigate the de-absorption process at ambient pressure

for a representative example.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Following the introduction of

the issues connected with CO2 and a background to the applications given in

this chapter, I describe the methods used to build up the simulation model
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in Chapter 2. These include the development of empirical potentials derived

from ab initio methods for calculation of accurate energy surfaces and for the

electrostatics, and the molecular dynamics methods.

Chapter 3 describes the methodologies used in this thesis, namely a range

of empirical potentials, some ab initio quantum chemistry methods used to

compute molecular charge distributions and energy surfaces for tuning of the

empirical potentials, and the molecular dynamics method.

Chapter 3 gives the details of developing the interatomic potentials for

the simulations described in this thesis. They are of three types. First is

the set of interactions between the atoms in the ZIF structures, controlling

the structures and dynamics of these frameworks. Second is the interactions

between CO2 molecules and the ZIF structures, which control the energetics

associated with adsorption of CO2 molecules on the internal surfaces within

the ZIF frameworks. Third is the interaction between CO2 molecules, which is

required for the simulation of the gas. These were obtained based on ab initio

calculations on representative clusters, with the atomic charges obtained using

the Distributed Multipole Analysis method.

I discuss the gas alone and the ZIF structures alone in the following two

chapters. In Chapter 4 I report various simulations of CO2, including Grand

Canonical Monte Carlo simulation of the gas-liquid coexistence state, the

phonon dispersion curves and structure for the crystalline phase, and empirical

molecular dynamics simulations of the gas. Then in Chapter 5, a number of

ZIF systems have been studied under different temperatures and pressures.

Their flexibilities have been studied by calculations of the phonon dispersion

curves and molecular dynamics simulations, and the stabilities of the structures

and phase transitions have been studied for changes of both temperature and

pressure.

In Chapter 6 I report my study of the absorption of CO2 into the various
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ZIF systems using empirical molecular dynamics simulation. Then in the

following chapter, Chapter 7, the saturation states have been analysed after

all the systems have reached the equilibrium state. The uptake capacity of

the ZIFs have been compared. The gas density inside the materials have been

calculated. The interaction mechanisms between CO2 and ZIF atoms have

been explained and some prediction have been made based on the interaction

theory.

Since the CO2 have been pushed in to most of the ZIFs successfully in

previous chapters, it is unsurprising that the guest molecules might be released

from the absorbent as well as given in Chapter 8. The MD simulation on this

de-absorption process have been performed and discussed as a final part of

the project.

Conclusions have been drawn in the last Chapter after all the simulations

and discussed been done.



Chapter 2

Methodology

To understand the CO2 absorption mechanism and dynamics in ZIFs and to

develop a simulation method to screen the absorption dynamics and uptake

capacity, the empirical molecular dynamics (MD) method was deployed for

my research. Empirical molecular dynamics simulation was chosen due its its

capability of long time simulation for large number of atoms, and its capability

to study absorption dynamics, identify precise adsorption sites, and study the

adsorption capacity of the materials.

In this Chapter I first discuss the various types of empirical functions

used, then describe the background to the ab initio methods used to develop

the detailed parameters for the models. This includes a discussion of the

methods used to obtain electronic energies and wave functions, the distributed

multipole analysis, and the basics of the molecular dynamics method.

27
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the interaction forces between atoms in two molecules.
The non-bonded forces are denoted by dotted lines, and the bonds in molecules
are denoted by heavy lines.

2.1 Empirical potentials

2.1.1 Introduction

Empirical potentials are the equations representing interactions between atoms

in simple forms with constant parameters whose values can be obtained by

fitting against the energies from accurate calculations (ab initio calculations).

Due to the simple forms of the equations, using empirical potentials represent

a powerful method to study the dynamics of large systems.

The interactions between atoms can be generalised into two categories,

which are the bonded (intra-molecular) interactions and non-bonded (inter-

molecular) interactions. The interactions among bonded atoms in a molecule

can be represented by stretching terms, bending terms and torsions etc. The

non-bonded interactions typically weaker inter-molecular forces that include

dispersion attraction forces and short-range repulsive interactions. In addition,

Coulomb interactions must be included in non bonded interaction if there are

charged atoms. An an example was drawn to show the interactions in the two

molecules as illustrated in Figure 2.1 .
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2.1.2 Coulomb interaction

Coulomb interactions are the main forces that hold the atoms together in

ionic crystals. For two atoms at a distance where they see each other as point

charges Qi and Qj, the Coulomb energy between these two atoms is expressed

as

U(rij) =
QiQj

4πε0rij
(2.1)

It is well known that Coulomb interaction operates amongst all charged

particles from short to long range. Therefore, it is necessary to sum up all the

Coulomb energies between the charged atoms out to infinite distance. This is

not easy, because it is impossible to use simple cut-offs based on distance as

we can for other interactions. The most common approach to handle this is

the Ewald sum [35, 36], the details of which are given in Section 2.6.4.

2.1.3 Repulsive interaction

The Coulomb attraction as the binding energy in ionic crystal is balanced

by the repulsive interaction at the short distances when the electrons of two

atoms overlap. The repulsive interaction arises from the Coulomb repulsive

interaction among electrons and the Pauli exclusion principle that means that

two electrons in the same space cannot have the same quantum state. One

frequently-used function to describe the repulsive energy is the Born-Mayer

equation [32]:

φRepulsive(rij) = Bij exp(−rij/ρij) (2.2)

in which Bij and ρij are constants. The combination of Coulomb attraction

energy and Born-Mayer energy has actually been used to study many simple

ionic crystals where the structures are reasonably described in terms of simply

cation/anion coordination based on charge and size. For example, the struc-
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Figure 2.2: A simple model of the dipole moment induced by instantaneous
uneven charge distributions. Two atoms are shown in this figure with nuclei
denoted by the big grey circles and the electrons denoted by black dots. The
dipole moment caused by the uneven distribution of the electrons in the left
atom (one electron on the left and two electron on the right) induces the uneven
electron distribution of the neighbouring molecule on the right. Therefore,
dipole moments temporarily coexists in two neighbouring molecules

tures and properties of the alkali halides can be reproduced well using this

approach [36, 37].

2.1.4 Dispersion interaction

The dispersion interaction gives an attractive force between non-bonded atoms

at a distance. It arises from the fluctuation of the electron density rather

than from moments associated with the time-averaged electron density. The

instantaneous fluctuation in the charge distribution create dipole moments

(and higher multipole moments), as shown in Figure 2.2. The instantaneous

dipole moment in one atom induces the electron density polarisation of the

correlated atom, which enhanced the polarisation on each other and gives rise

to an attractive force between the two dipoles. This force is referred as the

dispersion force. An equation for the interaction energy was first derived by

London [38]:

U = −3
2

I1 I2

I1 + I2

α1α2

r6 (2.3)

in which I is the first ionisation dipole potential of the atoms, r is the distance

between the two atoms and α is the polarisability. This term is always negative

and goes to 0 at large r, which together means the interaction is always

attractive. It is a very weak interaction compared with the Coulomb interaction
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in charged crystals, and so it might often be neglected, but is the dominant

attractive force among neutral atoms (argon gas for instance) or molecules.

This mechanism also induces quadrupole coupling (R−8) and other higher

multiple coupling (R−10 etc.) which are almost always small enough to be

safely neglected.

Attractive forces are balanced by the repulsive forces when the electrons

of the two atoms overlap, the sum of which is referred as the inter-molecular

potential. There are two forms of potential frequently used to express the

dispersion interaction associated with repulsive energy. One is the Lennard-

Jones potential [39]:

φij(rij) = −4ε

[(σ

r

)6
−
(σ

r

)12
]

(2.4)

The other commonly used inter molecular form is the Buckingham potential

in which the repulsive part is adopted from the Born-Mayer potential:

U(rij) = −
Cij

rij
6 + Bij exp(−rij/ρij) (2.5)

I use the Buckingham potential in the work in this thesis, and the Lennard-

Jones potential has been used by other workers in one of the popular current

models for the interactions in CO2 gas.

2.1.5 Covalent bonding

From quantum mechanics we know that covalent bonding is formed by the

overlap of electrons in bonded atoms. Covalent boding is much stronger

than the Coulomb force and dispersion interactions, and unlike these interac-

tions it can determine shapes of arrangements of groups of atoms as well as

equilibrium separations of atoms. Therefore, according to different molecule

structures, we can split the covalent bonding into different terms such as

two-body stretching terms that hold pairs of atoms together, three-body bond
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Figure 2.3: The angle bending force among three atoms. Two atoms (atom i
and atom k) are bonded to a central atom j. These two bonds forms an angle
i–j–k θ. The angle potential arises when the angle changes.

angle terms that give an equilibrium angle formed by two bonds from a single

atom, and four-body terms to maintain a particular shape such as a flat plane

involving a group of atoms.

Two-body terms

The Morse potential is a commonly-used empirical function to represent

covalent bonding:

Ustretch(r) = ε [exp (2α(r− r0))− 2 exp (α(r− r0))] (2.6)

in which r0 is the equilibrium distance between the atoms, ε is the energy

of the bond at r = r0, and α is a parameter that determines the shape of

the function around r = r0 and hence the frequency of the bond-stretching

vibration.

Three-body term

The bond angle potential is used to define the equilibrium angle formed

between two covalent bonds formed. As shown in Figure 2.3, there is an angle

θ formed by the two bonds between atoms i and j and atoms j and k. The

potential is the energy cost to bend the angle, the mathematical form of which

is given by

Uangle(θ) =
k
2
(θ − θ0)

2 (2.7)
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Figure 2.4: Dihedral potential arises from the torsion of three bonds among
four atoms. Four atoms labeled by i, j, k and n are bonded as shown in the
image. Two planes are formed by the atoms i, j, k and atoms j, k, n associated
with the bonds. φ is the angle between these two planes. The dihedral potential
arises when the angle φ changes.

in which θ0 is the equilibrium angle. Other formulations are possible, but most

can be shown to give similar behaviour in the limit that θ = θ0. Often other

forms are designed for computational convenience, for example formulations

in terms of cosines of angles.

Four-body terms

As we have discussed above, the covalent bonding determines the shapes of the

structure. The bond stretching term (Morse potential) constrains the distance

between the two atoms, and the angle potential confines the arrangement of

three atoms in a plane. For more complicated 3-dimensional (3D) structures,

which will be defined by groups of 4 or more atoms bonded together, simply

adding additional bending terms may not be sufficient. This is particularly

true when atoms lie in planes, because bond-bending terms are not capable

of maintaining planar shape to lowest order. There are two commonly-used

terms to define the shapes of groups of atoms based on the positions of 4

atoms, which are the dihedral potential and the inversion potential.
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Figure 2.5: Inversion potential of the bending on a plane of four atoms. Three
atoms j, k and n are bonded to central atom i as shown in the image. The
central atom i associated with any two others atoms form a plane. An angles
φ exits between this plane and the bond formed by the atom outside the plane.
A potential rises up when this angles changes.

Dihedral potential

Let us consider four atoms labeled i, j, k and n bonded to a form a specific shape

as shown in Figure 2.4. The dihedral potential arises from the torsion of the

angle φijkn. It is frequently used in biological simulations (protein, cholesterol

and etc.). There are several expressions for this potential. In principle, they all

yield to a similar force, and any chosen form should represent the same force

when the distortion is small. The commonly-used one for the main codes I use

is given as:

Udihedral(φijkn) =
k
2
(φijkn − φ0)

2 (2.8)

in which k is a parameter, φ0 is the equilibrium angle (often set as zero), and n

is an integer. The value of n depends on whether the arrangement of atoms

approximates a C or Z shape.

Inversion potential

The inversion potential is defined by three atoms (labeled as k, j and n) bonded

to a central atom (i) as shown in the Figure 2.5. The central atom with any two

other atoms forms a plane. The inversion potential arises from the bending the

angle (φ) between the plane and other bond (rij). There are several expressions

for this term as there is for the dihedral potential. The chosen form in my
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simulation is given as:

Uinversion(φijkn) = A
(

1− cos φijkn

)
(2.9)

2.2 Quantum structure

The interactions and bonding among the atoms are determined by the electron

density. As we have discussed in the previous section, it might be possible

to represent the inter-atomic interactions and bonding information by some

simplified expressions. However, the parameters in these expressions have

to be good enough to represent the real interactions determined by the elec-

tron density. Thus I have used quantum mechanics methods to develop the

empirical potentials in my models.

The electronic structure of a molecule or crystal is in principle determined

by the Schrödinger equation:

ĤΨ = EΨ (2.10)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ is the overall wave function describing

the positions and momenta of all particles in the system, and E is an energy.

There may be many solutions to this equation, with the lowest-energy state

called the ground state. The methods to solve the equation are referred as ab

initio since there is no experimental data used. Unfortunately the Schrödinger

equation can only be solved numerically (not analytically) when there are

more than two particles.

Some approximations are made to simply the methods to solve the Schrödinger

equation due to its complexity. The first one is the Born–Oppenheimer approx-

imation, which assumes the nuclei are fixed in position and therefore their

kinetic energy operator can be removed from the Hamiltonian. The equation

for a system can be further simplified and made tractable by introducing
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single-particle wave functions in the form of the Slater determinant (described

later in Section 2.4.2). Hartree–Fock theory [40] shows that the use of this

representation of the wave function requires the existence of a new term called

the exchange interaction within the Hamiltonian as a mean-field approximation.

Hartree–Fock does not capture the whole energy of the system, and what is

left out is called the correlation energy. More sophisticated methods, including

the methods used in this thesis, attempt to produce better approximations for

the correlation energy.

Density Function Theory (DFT) was developed as a way to replace Hartree–

Fock theory rather than to extend it, taking a radically different approach

by trying to work directly with the electron density rather than the wave

function. We begin by discussing DFT before then discussing some modern

post-Hartree–Fock methods.

2.3 Density Functional Theory

Density Function Theory was proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn [41]. It is

based on the theory that the ground state electronic energy is determined

completely by the electron density.

The wave function for one electron contains four parameters, namely the

three spatial coordinates and one spin coordinate. Therefore we have to deal

with 4N parameters for a system containing N electrons. The electron density

is the square of the wave function integrated over all the electron coordinates.

Based on this, Kohn and Sham developed the Density Functional theory which

is now discussed.
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2.3.1 Kohn-Sham Method

The general DFT energy expressions are

ρapprox =
Nelec

∑
i=1
|φi|2 (2.11)

EDFT[ρ] = TS[ρ] + Ene[ρ] + J[ρ] + EXC[ρ] (2.12)

where ρ is the electron density, TS[ρ] is the kinetic energy, Ene[ρ] is potential

energy arise from the attraction between nuclei and electron, J[ρ] + EXC[ρ]

is the energy arising from interactions among the electrons with J[ρ] as the

Coulomb potential and EXC[ρ] as the exchange-correlation energy.

The Hamiltonian operator for Kohn-Sham method [42] is:

ĤKS =
1
2
∇2 + Veff (2.13)

in which Veff is called the effective potential. The expression for Veff is:

Veff(r) = Vne +
∫

ρ(r′)
|r− r′|dr′ +

δExc(ρ)

δρ(r)
(2.14)

The effective potential contains the contribution from the nuclei (Vne), the

electronic Coulomb repulsion (the second term) and the exchange-correlation

energy (the last term).

Therefore the Schrödinger equation in Kohn-Sham form becomes:(
1
2
∇2 + Veff(r)

)
φi(r) = εiφi(r) (2.15)

in which εi is the corresponding Kohn-Sham orbital energy, φi(r) is the or-

bitals in an atomic basis set which will be given in details in the Section

2.4.2 (although in most uses of DFT in materials research the use of periodic

boundary conditions means that φi(r) is better expanded as a plane wave).

The equations can be solved numerically by self consistent field theory, which

will be discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.3.2 Exchange-correlation functions

The exchange-correlation energy enters the theory as a result of representing

the overall wave function in terms of a combination of single-particle wave

functions. The exchange energy arises direction from the Hartree-Fock analysis

based on the use of the Slater determinant to be discussed later (section 2.4.2).

However this is still an approximation, and the correlation energy represents

the components of the energy that the exchange term neglects. Although

the correlation energy is not a large contribution, its inclusion significantly

approves the accuracy of an ab initio calculation over the Hartree-Fock model.

There is, however, no exact function to represent the exchange-correlation term.

Different methods have been developed to improve the accuracy of the term.

The choice of DFT method for a calculation is actually primarily a choice for

the exchange-correlation function.

It is customary to study exchange-correlations separately as the exchange

energy EX and correlation energy EC. However, we need to note that these

separate term does not have any physical meaning and only a combined EXC

term has. The combination of the two terms of the exchange-correlation energy

per particle is written as:

EXC = EX + EC =
∫

ρ(r)εX[ρ(r)]dr +
∫

ρ(r)εC[ρ(r)]dr (2.16)

The Local Density Approximation (LDA) was the first successful implementa-

tion of the DFT method. This method treats the electron as uniform electron

gas, and the exchange term is:

ELDA
X [ρ] = −CX

∫
ρ4/3(r)dr (2.17)

εLDA
X = −CXρ1/3 (2.18)

in which CX is a coefficient to be defined for the molecular orbitals given in

Section 2.4.2 [43]. Exact expressions for the correlation energy only exist in
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particular limits of the electron density. However, accurate calculations of the

uniform electron gas for several densities have been used to obtain parameters

for functions used to describe the exchange-correlation energy [44].

Nowadays the widely-used method is the Generalized Gradient Approxi-

mation (GGA). Unlike LDA which depends on the local density, GGA takes

account of the gradient of the electron density at a given point in the calculation

of the exchange-correlation energy. A number of GGA exchange-correlation

functionals have been proposed. The one we used most in our calculation is the

standard PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) functional [45], which has has been

proven to be reasonably successful within the materials research community.

2.4 Self-consistent field theory

2.4.1 Introduction

From above sections we have discussed how to incorporate the exchange-

correlation energy into Schrödinger equations. The exchange-correlation part

has been expressed in the Hamiltonian operator. Solving the Schrödinger

equations to get the electron orbitals are the final goal we are aiming for.

Since the many body Schrödinger equations cannot be solved analytically,

we are only left one option, namely to use numerical solutions. These can be

achieved by the self-consistent field method, as was previously introduced in

Section 2.4.3.

The first step in applying a self-consistent field method is to take the trial

wave functions and calculate new wave functions and the molecular orbital

energy represented by the equation

E =
〈
Φ|Ĥ|Φ

〉
(2.19)
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The trial wave functions actually generate the electron density that feature in

the definition of Ĥ, and thus with the revised wave functions we necessarily

have a new Hamiltonian. Thus the process of generating new wave functions

and a new energy is repeated sufficiently often until no change can be detected

above some threshold level set by the user. This is the self-consistency in the

SCF method. As the wave functions are iterated towards giving a converged

value of the energy, its value falls until it reaches a converged minimum. This

is consistent with the variational principle, which in its simplest form states that

the best wave functions are those that give rise to the lowest energy, on the

basis that there is no energy lower than the ground state energy. The next

thing we need to understand is how to construct the molecular orbitals, which

are discussed now.

2.4.2 Slater determinant

To solve Equation 2.19, the wave functions of the many-body systems are

represented by a set of single particle wave functions which are commonly

combined in the form of a determinant of a matrix, and called the Slater

determinant. If the wave function of one electron can be expressed by φ(x). For

the many body system, Slater determinant is:

Φ(x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn) =
1√
n!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

φ1(x1) φ2(x1) · · · φn(x1)

φ1(x2) φ2(x2) · · · φn(x2)

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

φ1(xn) φ2(xn) · · · φn(xn)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.20)

〈
φi|φj

〉
= δij (2.21)

in which the rows denote the electron coordinates, and the φn(x) (the columns

in Slater determinant) is the n-th single-electron wave function, which is also
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referred to as the molecular orbitals (MO). These MOs are the functions are

the trial functions can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger Equation 2.19.

Basis set approximation

The procedure to obtain the final MOs satisfying equation 2.19 starts by

expanding the unknown MOs in terms of a set of known functions, which

are referred to as the atomic orbital (AO) basis, and by convention these are

denoted by χ. The expression of φ can be written in terms of a set of basis

functions:

φi = ∑
α

cαiχα (2.22)

in which χα is the atomic orbital (basis) and cαi is coefficient with a value that

will be optimised to make equation 2.22 as close a representation to the true

wave function as possible. This approach is suitable for calculations on finite

systems, such as atoms, molecules and clusters. This is approach is used in

the ab initio simulations given in Chapter 3. There are different types of basis

functions, among which Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTO) is one of the commonly

used basis. Although the wave functions are almost certainly not Gaussian in

shape, GTOs have become popular because they enable the many integrals in

ab initio calculations to be evaluated most easily. It can both written in polar or

Cartesian coordinates system

χξ,n,l,m(r, θ, φ) = NYl,m(θ, φ)r2n−2−le−ξr2
(2.23)

in which N is a normalisation constant, Yl,m(θ, φ) are spherical harmonic func-

tions [56], in which l and m define the type of orbitals through the definition

of the orbital angular moment and the z-projection of the orbital angular

momentum respectively.

The basis set needs to be large enough to represent all the electronic

orbitals of the atom. The minimum basis set is the simplest approximation
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of the orbitals, and their representation can be improved by adding more

functions. The first improvement is to double all the basis functions, giving a

basis set named Double Zeta (DZ) type basis. Similarly, the basis set can also

be three times as many functions as the minimum basis which is name Triple

Zeta (TZ) type basis, and Quadruple Zeta (QZ) type basis etc.

Contracted basis sets

Once the number of AO are determined, the exact MOs can be obtained

through energy optimisation by applying the variational principle [46] to

Equation 2.19. However, there is one practical disadvantage with the number

of the basis sets describe in the subsection 2.4.2. The energy mainly depend

on the electrons near the core rather than the valence electrons. Therefore

the optimisation of the energy becomes the optimisation of the core electrons.

However, some important properties (such as polarisation) and interaction (to

form the valence bond) are determined by the valence electrons, which requires

a large basis set to get the valence electron orbitals right. In addition, a large

basis set might exceed the SCF converge limitation. To tackle this problem,

the inner core electron are treated as a constant because core orbitals barely

changes during the chemical reaction and do not change when we calculate

do the MO expansions. This method is referred as basis set contraction [43].

The correlation consistent (cc) basis set is one the most popular contracted

basis sets. The word correlation refers to the fact that the contributions from

different wave functions will be included at the same time. The short form

of correlation consistent basis set is written as ‘cc-pVDZ’ (correlation consistent

Valence Double Zeta), ‘cc-pVDTZ’ and ‘cc-pVQZ’ etc. This contraction method

works for the GTO type basis. One point to be mentioned is that the core

electrons also cause difficulties for plane plane wave functions; this can be

overcome by applying pseudopotentials [47].
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The cc basis can be further improved by addition of diffuse functions [48].

Diffuse functions are used to improve the description for anions and neutral

atoms with unshared pairs of electrons. These functions are applied to s and p

orbitals and result in a set of very diffuse form. The augmented cc basis set

is indicated by the term ‘aug’ in short form in the name of basis sets; ‘aug-cc-

pVDZ’, ‘aug-cc-pVTZ’, ‘aug-cc-pVQZ’ etc.are the short form for different size

of augmented correlation consistent basis set.

Basis set extrapolation

There is one advantage of cc-pVxZ type basis, in which x can be replace by

D (Double), T (Triple), Q (Quadruple) etc, is that the calculation results from

two basis sets having maximum angular momentum N and M can be used to

estimate the infinite basis set result [49, 50].

Ecorr,∞ =
N3Ecorr,N −M3Ecorr,M

N3 −M3 (2.24)

2.4.3 Self-consistent field procedure

As we have introduced the concept of basis set (atomic orbitals) and how to

construct a molecular orbital (Slater determinant), and now we can substitute

the expression into the Schrödinger equation:

H
Mbasis

∑
α

cαiχα = εi

Mbasis

∑
α

cαiχα (2.25)

Then we multiply both the equations from the left by the same basis function

and integrate it into a simple form called Roothaan-Hall equations [51, 52]:

hKSC = SCε (2.26)

hαβ =
〈
χα|hKS|χβ

〉
(2.27)

Sαβ =
〈
χα|χβ

〉
(2.28)
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in which the hKS matrix is similar to the Fock matrix and the S matrix contains

the overlap elements between basis functions.

Once we have chosen the basis set and Hamiltonian operator (exchange-

correlation method), we only need to find the MO coefficients cαi. The SCF

procedure starts with a initial guess of the coefficients, and substitutes the

coefficients back to the hKS matrix. Diagonalising the hKS matrix results in a

new set of new coefficients (a new set of wave functions). We compare the new

wave functions with the previous ones, if they are the same, the calculation

converges; if they are not, the process is repeated as often as required to reach

convergence. This procedures works for other ab initio methods as well.

2.4.4 Møller–Plesset perturbation theory

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory is based on many-body perturbation theory which

is used to describe a system with an approximation solution that just slightly

differs from the exact solution. This theory can be applied to the Schrödinger

equation, the solution of which contains most of the energy including the

exchange-correlation energy. The Hamiltonian operator can be written as:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ′ (2.29)

Ĥ0Φi = EiΦi i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , ∞ (2.30)

in which H0 is the solved unperturbed Hamiltonian operator and λ is a

parameter that determines the strength of the perturbation. Then the perturbed

Schrödinger equations can be written as:

ĤΨ = WΨ (2.31)

W is the energy and Ψ is the wave function. There are different orders of the

perturbation equations. In principle, the order goes to infinity to describe the

system accurately. For zeroth-order, λ = 0, which means the system is not
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perturbed, then we have Ĥ = Ĥ0, Ψ = Φ0 and W = E0. For higher order, the

(2n + 1)-th order equation can be iterated from the n-th order through a Taylor

expansion, resulting in the n-th order perturbation equations:

Ĥ0 + Ĥ′Ψ(n−1) =
n

∑
i=0

WiΨn−i (2.32)

The zeroth-order energy W0 = E0 is the one that has already been solved. In

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory, the perturbation operator is

Ĥ′ = Ĥ − Ĥ0 = V̂ee − 2
〈
V̂ee
〉

(2.33)

in which the V̂ee operator corresponds to the energy from the interaction

between the electrons, and
〈
V̂ee
〉

is the average electron-electron repulsive

energy. The sum of Fock operators counts this twice, and therefore it must

be correctly subtracted. ‘MPn’ is used as the name to indicate that the total

energy is taken to order n. The higher-order calculations cost more in terms of

computational resources. The second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory

is both relatively economic and sufficiently accurate for many calculations

because it accounts for around 90% of the exchange-correlation energy.

2.5 Distributed multipole analysis

Once the electron distribution has been given by the ab inito methods, the

electrostatic potential can be calculated. In the work in this thesis, electrostatic

interactions are significant for the classical MD simulations. For the short-

range interactions between the atoms and unevenly-distributed electrons,

the potential of an atom is sensitive to the observing point due to the lack

of symmetry. One commonly-used method to approximate the potential is

to expand the electrostatic potential as a power series, which leads to the

multipole moment expansion. However, a convergence problem arises when
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the distributed electron distributions of two atoms overlap, which is where

the Distributed Multipole Analysis (DMA) method for molecules proposed by

Anthony Stone [53–55] is of considerable value.

2.5.1 Multipole moments

The multipole moment can be defined both in Cartesian and spherical coordi-

nates. We will use spherical coordinates to describe the multipole moments

since we use spherical GTOs which are also expressed in spherical coordinates.

The multipole moments in terms of spherical harmonics are defined as:

Qlm = ∑
a

QaRlm(a) (2.34)

in which Qa denotes a point charge locates at a and Rlm(r) is regular solid

harmonics which is written as:

Rlm(r) =
√

4π

2l + 1
rlYlm(θ, φ) (2.35)

in which Ylm(θ, φ) is called spherical harmonic function [56] and m is con-

ventionally used to denote 0,1c, 1s, 2c,2s ... etc. R00 corresponds to the point

charge, R10, R11c, R11s corresponds to the dipole moments on z, x, y directions

in cartesian coordinates. l=0,1, 2, 3 ... n in Rlm corresponds to the point charge,

dipole, quadrupole ... 2n-pole moments.

2.5.2 The Electric Field of a Molecule

To understand the multipole moments generated by a molecule, we consider

two molecules located at positions A and B respectively, and the particles

within the molecules located at a and b relative to A and B respectively, as

shown in Figure 2.6. The electrostatic potential energy due to molecule A and

seen by atom b in molecule B is:

VA = ∑
a

Qa

4πε0 |(B + b)− (A + a)| = ∑
a

Qa

4πε0 |R + b− a| (2.36)
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Figure 2.6: Coordinates of an atom in one molecule referenced to another atom
belonging to the second molecule. Two molecules are represented by two
big circles with atoms included inside. The origins of the two molecules are
located at the centre of the molecules and denoted by A and B respectively.
The distance between the two molecules is R = (B)− (A). The coordinates of
atoms belonging to molecules A and B are denoted by a and b respectively.

in which R = B − A, and Qa is the point charge on atom a. This can be

expanded by power series in spherical coordinates (spherical harmonics) and

adapts into a new form:

1
|R + b− a| =

∞

∑
l=0

l

∑
m=−l

(−1)mRl,−m(a− b)Ilm(R) (2.37)

in which Rlm(r) and Ilm(r) are the regular and irregular spherical harmonics.

Regular harmonics are defined by Equation 2.35, the irregular harmonics are

defined as:

Ilm(r) =

√
4pi

2l + 1
Ylm(θ, φ)

rl+1 (2.38)

According to the multipole definition in spherical coordinates, Equation 2.34,

the multipole moment between two molecules can be obtained. However, this

expansion is only valid when |a− b| < R, which means it would only converge

when a + b < R. In another words, the series diverges in the overlap region

of the two molecules. DMA solves this problem by dividing the molecules

into small regions each with its own set of multipole moments, rather than

describing the molecular charge distribution expanded at a single point. The

region can be one atom or a small group of atoms, and each has its own origin.
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2.5.3 Distributed multipole analysis

Distributed multipole analysis (DMA) [53, 54, 57] is one of the methods use

the distributed multipole expansion with the GTOs which are expressed by

Equation 2.23. If we move the centre to an arbitrary points a usually the centre

of an atom, which can be further simplified as:

χ = Rlm(r− a)e−ζ(r−a)2
(2.39)

in which Rlm(r− a) = NYlm(θ, φ)(r− a)2n−2−l. Therefore, the product of two

basis function is:

χaχb = Rlm(r− a)e−α(r−a)2 × Rl′m′(r− b)e−β(r−b)2
(2.40)

in which exp
[
−α(r− a)2]× exp

[
−β(r− b)2] can be rewritten as a product of

a single gaussian function of parameter of r centred at a point on the line from

a to b and a gaussian without r involved:

e−α(r−a)2
e−β(r−b)2

= e
[
− αβ

α+β (a−b)2
]
e[−(α+β)(r−p)2] (2.41)

p is the point (αa+ βb)/(α+ β) [58]. The other parts of the equations Rlm(r− a)

can be rewritten in a form containing regular spherical harmonics.

Rlm(r− a) =
l

∑
k=0

k

∑
q=−k


 l + m

k + q


 l −m

k− q




1
2

Rkq(r− p)Rl−k,m−q(p− a)

(2.42)

Rl′m′(r− b) can be rewritten in the same way. The product of Rlm(r− a) and

Rl′m′(r− b) becomes a linear combination of spherical harmonics of ranks from

|k− k′| to |k + k′| (Clebsch-Gordan series). Therefore the multipole moments

can be obtained by substituting Equations 2.42 and 2.41 back to Equation 2.40,

the product of which is in a form consistent with the multipole definition in

Equation 2.34.
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Therefore, DMA method can represent the potentials accurately according

the above mathematical derivations. However, it is not practical for empirical

MD simulations in which point charges are used. This problem can be over-

come by fitting point charges at the nuclei to the multipole moments obtained

by DMA. In most cases, the rank of the multipole moment generated by the

fitted charge up to quadrupole moments or even higher which is good enough

for empirical MD simulation. Due to its high accuracy, this fitted point charge

is superior to charges fitted by other techniques [59].

2.6 Empirical molecular dynamics method

2.6.1 The integration algorithms

The empirical molecular dynamics (MD) method can be considered to be a

form of virtual reality of the atomic scale, by using the forces calculated on

each atom to generate a sequence of snapshot configurations. Each snapshot

has been developed from the previous snapshots using the positions, velocities

and forces. The approach is to use the basic equation of Newtonian mechanics,

namely force = mass × acceleration. Naturally, the time in this equation is treated

in a continuous way, but the snapshots are separated by the time interval ∆t,

which we call the time step. We therefore need a method to generate the

snapshot at time t + ∆t based on the snapshots at times t, t− ∆t, t− 2∆t etc.

Such a method needs to be robust over many time steps, and also needs to

satisfy time reversal symmetry.

This time step requirement can be satisfied by expanding a spatial coor-

dinate as a Taylor expansion in both forward and backward directions in

time:

r(t + ∆t) = r(t) +
∂r(t)

∂t
∆t +

1
2

∂2r(t)
∂t2 (∆t)2 + · · · (2.43)
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= r(t) + v(t) +
f(t)
2m

(∆t)2 + · · · (2.44)

r(t− ∆t) = r(t)− ∂r(t)
∂t

∆t +
1
2

∂2r(t)
∂t2 (∆t)2 + · · · (2.45)

= r(t)− v(t) +
f(t)
2m

(∆t)2 + · · · (2.46)

where v(t) = ∂r(t)/∂t is the velocity, f(t) = m∂2r(t)/∂t2 is the force, and m is

the particle mass. Adding and subtracting the two equations gives equations

for the new position r(t + ∆t) and velocity v(t):

r(t + ∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t− ∆t) +
f(t)
m

(∆t)2 + O(∆t)4 (2.47)

v(t) =
r(t + ∆t)− r(t− ∆t)

2∆t
+ O(∆t)3 (2.48)

This is known as the Verlet integration algorithm.

It seems that this approach will give us values for the velocities that of a

lower accuracy than for the positions, and we are always a step behind with

the calculation of the velocity. However, the algorithm gives updated positions

without reference to the velocity, so the lower accuracy on the velocity does

not affect the accuracy of the updated positions. A refinement of the Verlet

algorithm, known as the velocity Verlet method, gives more accurate velocities

at the same time step. The key thing of this method is to take an intermediate

point generated by one half of a time step:

v(t + ∆t/2) = v(t) +
1
2

∂2r(t)
∂t2 ∆t (2.49)

It follows by taking this equation with equations 2.43 and 2.44 that

r(t + ∆t) = r(t) + v(t + ∆t/2)∆t (2.50)

At timestep t + ∆t the new forces can be used to generate the new velocity:

v(t + ∆t) = v(t + ∆t/2) +
1
2

∂2r(t + ∆t)
∂t2 ∆t (2.51)

Substitution gives

v(t + ∆t) = v(t) +
1
2

(
∂2r(t + ∆t)

∂t2 +
∂2r(t)

∂t2

)
∆t (2.52)
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2.6.2 Thermodynamic ensembles

In MD simulations, the ensembles associated with temperature and pressure

are required to represent the natural environment. There are several ensembles,

such those denoted as NVE, NPT, NVT etc., where N stands for the number of

atoms, V for volume, E for the total energy, P for pressure, and T for tempera-

ture. Each ensemble used with present a particular conserved environment

during the MD simulation. Therefore the ensemble chosen should agree with

the purpose of the simulation or the environment being studied. For exam-

ple, if we simulate gas in a closed container with constant temperature, the

ensemble NVT is the one that will respect this condition. Details of different

ensembles used in the project are given here.

Microcanonical (NVE) ensemble

The integration algorithm discussed in previous Section updates positions and

velocities. The fact that the equations have a firm scientific basis means that

the total energy (potential plus kinetic) is conserved. We have not allowed the

volume (or the shape) of the configuration to change, so this model is called

a constant-volume, constant-energy ensemble, and given the abbreviation of

NVE to acknowledge that the number of particles is also conserved. This

ensemble is called the microcanonical ensemble in statistical thermodynamics.

For comparison with other ensembles, the Hamiltonian for the microcanon-

ical ensemble is simply the sum of the atomic kinetic and potentials energies:

H = ∑
i

p2
i

2mi
+

1
2 ∑

i
E(ri) (2.53)

where pi is the modulus of the momentum pi of atom labelled i with corre-

sponding mass mi, and E(ri) is the potential energy seen by the atom with

position ri. The factor of 1/2 accounts for double counting.
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Constant pressure (NPH) or constant stress (NSH) ensembles

There is frequently a requirement to allow the size and shape of the sample

to change, although for work on liquids it might be sufficient to allow the

shape to remain constant with uniform expansion and dilation. This can be

achieved by treating the components of the edge vectors of the configuration,

or the components of a strain tensor, as new dynamical variables. The cou-

pling between these variables and the atomic variables comes via a rescaling

of the coordinates. The equations of motion for the atoms are generated

from a Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) containing both potential energy and

kinetic energy terms, with the variables being the coordinates and their time

derivatives (velocities). The first successful approach for the case of having

variable shape (variable size by uniform shape had been tackled previous) was

by Parrinello and Rahman [60]. They defined the three edge vectors of the

sample configuration as a, b and c, and defined the square matrix h as con-

structed from these three vectors arranged in columns. The volume is equal to

V = det(h) = a · (b× c). The position of a particle can be written by defining

the column vector si containing the fractional coordinates xi, yi and zi such

that the position of an atom is given as ri = h · si = xia + yib + zic. The square

of the distance between two particles is also given as r2
ij = sT

ij · (hT · h) · sij. The

Hamiltonian, from which equations of motion for the cell as well as the atoms,

is given as:

H =
1
2 ∑

i
mi ṡT

i · (hT · h) · ṡi +
1
2 ∑

i
E(si, h) +

1
2

MTr(ḣT · ḣ) + PV (2.54)

where M plays the role of an effective mass, with an optimal value on the

scale of the atomic mass. It was realised that the effect of changing the mass

did not affect the size of the fluctuations of the sample shape parameters but

just the time scale for their fluctuation. This led to a re-formulation in which

the mass was replaced by a time constant, and it is this formulation that is
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used within DL_POLY. Because the equations of motion for the variables that

describe the shape of the configuration were developed within the framework

of a well-defined Hamiltonian, the simulation has a conservation of enthalpy.

Constant temperature (NVT or NPT) ensemble

Sometimes, a simulation with constant temperature is needed. Usually the

atoms are given an initial set of velocities consistent with a given temperature,

but the distribution of potential energies seen by the atoms is not be set in

a comparable manner and thus some potential energy will be released and

converted into kinetic energy in the initial time steps. This would mean that

samples would heat up, and many codes allow the velocities to be periodically

rescaling until the simulation temperature is oscillating around a mean value

close to the intended temperature. Thereafter the simulation would run in

the NVE ensemble for further analysis. Whilst this practical approach seems

reasonable for what it was trying to achieve, it has no robust basis in statistical

mechanics and is therefore not obviously applicable when a simulation needs

to continuously change its heat energy to maintain a constant temperature. A

number of variants on the rescaling theme were proposed, some of which are

implemented in DL_POLY. However, although such methods enable the MD

simulation to operate around a chosen temperature, such methods do not obey

any conservation law or correspond to any statistical mechanics ensemble. A

method that resolved these objections was developed by Nosè [61] and refined

by Hoover [62]. Nosè introduced a new variable s into the Hamiltonian that

scaled the momentum rather than the coordinates:

H = ∑
i

p2
i

2mis2 +
1
2 ∑

i
E(ri) +

1
2

Qṡ2 + (3N + 1)kBT ln s (2.55)

where Q plays the role of an effective mass, and N is the number of particles.

The variable s has been interpreted as a scaling of time. It has been shown that
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this Hamiltonian generates a distribution of particle energies that is consistent

with the canonical ensemble. The temperature is not actually a constant of the

ensemble but instead oscillates about a mean value that corresponds to the

temperature of an effective heat bath in contact with the sample.

2.6.3 Rigid bodies

Whereas atoms have 6 dynamic variables to describe their trajectories – three

positions and three momenta – with rigid bodies we have to extend this

to include orientational variables (2 or 3 depending on the shape) and the

corresponding angular momentum variables.

A three-dimensional rigid body will need three angular variables to describe

its orientation. However, there is not a simple analogue of the x, y and z

displacements; whereas a translation along x followed by a translation along

y is equivalent to a translation along y followed by a translation along x,

rotations about two axes give different results depending on the order. One

method to describe orientations is the use of Euler angles [63]. In this case, the

system is first rotated by an angle α about the z axis, then rotated about by

an angle β about the new x axis, followed by a rotation of γ about the new z

axis. In this system, the rotation matrix (the matrix that transforms a set of

coordinates following a sequence of rotations by the Euler angles is)

R =


cos α cos γ− cos β sin α sin γ sin α cos γ + cos α cos β sin γ sin β sin γ

− cos α sin γ− sin α cos β cos γ − sin α sin γ− cos α cos β cos γ sin β cos γ

sin α sin β − cos α sin β cos β


(2.56)

Unfortunately Euler angles have a problem in MD simulations. It is easiest to

appreciate it when we think about polar angles for a vector, where a rotation

about x by an angle θ is followed by a rotation of φ about the original z axis.
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If θ = 0 the angle φ is effectively undefined, and when θ and φ are dynamic

variables the system of equations becomes unstable at θ = 0. The solution is to

use Cartesian coordinates x = sin θ cos φ, y = sin θ sin φ and z = cos θ, subject

to the constraint that x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. The constraint means that we really only

have 2 independent variables, but by expanding to 3 with a constraint means

that we avoid the instability problems when θ = 0. The same problem arises

with Euler angles when β = 0, and the solution is to invent new parameters

analogous to the set (x, y, z). In this case we expect to have 4 new variables

subject to the same quadrature constraint.

The new variables are called quaternions, and are typically given the

symbols q0, q1, q2, q3). These are defined as

q0 = cos
α + γ

2
cos

β

2
q1 = cos

α− γ

2
sin

β

2
q2 = sin

α− γ

2
sin

β

2
q3 = sin

α + γ

2
cos

β

2

(2.57)

The rotation matrix is then written as

R =


q2

0 + q2
1 − q2

2 − q2
3 2(q1q2 + q0q3) 2(q1q3 − q0q2)

2(q1q2 − q0q3) q2
0 − q2

1 + q2
2 − q2

3 2(q2q3 + q0q1)

2(q1q3 + q0q2) 2(q2q3 − q0q1) q2
0 − q2

1 − q2
2 + q2

3

 (2.58)

The quaternion components are treated as dynamic variables, and small errors

that break the quadrature condition are reset by rescaling.

Historically there are a number of other methods that have been used.

Typically these use methods of constraints, in which the atoms within the rigid

molecule are treated as independent but with additional constraint equations

operating to ensure that the atoms move in ways that preserve the shape of

the rigid molecule.
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2.6.4 Ewald sum

As I remarked above (section 2.1.2), the Coulomb interaction has difficulties

because of its long range. It means that codes cannot use standard cut-offs for

the interactions as for the short-range interactions. Most simulation methods

solve this problem using a method invented by Ewald [35] and described by

Born and Huang [64].

Ewald noted that 1/r can be represented by a definite integral of a Gaussian

function
1
r
=

2√
π

∫ ∞

0
exp(−r2ρ2)dρ (2.59)

The Coulomb energy can therefore be written as

EC =
1
2 ∑

`
∑
i,j

QiQj

2π3/2ε0

∫ ∞

0
exp(−r2

ij(`)ρ
2)dρ (2.60)

where i and i are the labels of pairs of atoms of charge Qi and Qj respectively,

and ` denotes the copy of the configuration. The integral can be separated into

two parts:

∫ ∞

0
exp(−r2ρ2)dρ =

∫ α

0
exp(−r2ρ2)dρ +

∫ ∞

α
exp(−r2ρ2)dρ (2.61)

=
∫ α

0
exp(−r2ρ2)dρ +

√
π

2
erfc(αr)

r
(2.62)

where α is an adjustable parameter, and erfc(x) is the complementary error

function defined as

erfc(x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

x
exp(−y2)dy (2.63)

The second term in equation 2.62 falls to zero rapidly in increasing r as is

useful as it stands. On the other hand, the first term turns out to be useful

with a transformation to reciprocal space. Ewald’s transformation is

2√
π

∑
`

exp(−r2
ij(`)ρ

2) =
2π

V ∑
G

ρ−3 exp(−G2/4ρ2) exp(iG · rij) (2.64)
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where rij is the vector between atoms i and j, V is the volume of the MD

configuration, and G is a reciprocal lattice vector of the system with periodic

boundaries. From equation 2.62 we need the integral

∫ α

0
ρ−3 exp(−G2/4ρ2) exp(iG · rij)dρ =

2 exp(−G2/4α2)

G2 exp(iG · rij) (2.65)

Pulling together all the equations, we can write

EC =
1
2 ∑

ij

QiQj

4πε0
∑
`

erfc(αrij(`))

rij(`)

+
1
2 ∑

ij

QiQj

4πε0

4π

V ∑
G

exp(−G2/4α2)

G2 exp(iG · rij) (2.66)

The transformation to reciprocal space included the terms i = j for ` = 0. This

means that they need to be subtracted. The result is a term called the self

energy:

Eself = lim(r → 0)
1
2 ∑

i

Q2
i

4πε0

erfc(αr)− 1
r

(2.67)

The numerator is equal to the error function, erf(αr), and in the limit of small

argument erf(αr)→ 2αr/
√

π. Thus the self term becomes

Eself = −
1

4πε0
∑

i

αQ2
i√

π
(2.68)

We also have to consider the situation for G = 0 in the reciprocal space term. If

the system has a centre of symmetry it can be shown that the term for G = 0 is

equal to zero. Without the centre of symmetry the term is not easily analysed

because it depends on the direction in which G approaches zero. Because of

this the term for G = 0 is almost always neglected.

2.6.5 MD code

DL_POLY [65, 66] is a general MD code which has implemented all the algo-

rithms given above. It provides both high performance parallel simulations
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and serial simulations. Most of the MD simulations in this thesis were per-

formed by using DL_POLY version 4.06.1.1 [65, 67] on ARCHER, the UK

National supercomputer sponsored. Few MD simulations were performed

on the supercomputer MidPlus and Apocrita which is a part of the MidPlus

consortium.

DL_POLY version classic 1.9 [65, 68] has also been used for some calcula-

tions in this project. This version is better at simulations of samples containing

gaps, when the version 4.06.1 might encounter errors. However, this version

might be slow at some calculations compared with version 4.06.1. Version

4.06.1 was my prior choice for the MD simulations, however, version classic

1.9 has been used based for some specific cases.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the methodology used in the project has been introduced.

The description was divided into three parts, namely, the empirical potential

functions used for MD simulations, ab inito methods used to calculate electronic

structures for point charge and potential fitting, and the algorithms used in

the classical MD code.



Chapter 3

Intermolecular Potential

3.1 Simulation methods

In this Chapter I describe how I obtained models for the interactions for the

ZIFs and CO2. The models have two parts, the point charge distribution and

the interatomic potentials. Here I will describe how I created these separately.

Atomic charges were obtained by analysis of the electronic wave functions

calculated using the quantum chemistry program NWChem [69, 70]. NWChem

is a high performance parallel code designed to work with an arbitrary number

of processors (more than 4000 processors have been used for some calculations

in this project). This code provides most of the ab initio methods for ground

state calculations and even some excited state calculations. DFT with the

generalised gradient approximation and the standard PBE functional [45]

(PBE96) was used in the calculation. The size of basis set that can be used

in the calculation is limited by the size of molecules and clusters. Different

sizes of Gaussian basis sets [71, 72] were used in our calculation, namely the

standard cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ

(Section 2.4.2). In principle, the larger basis set gives better description of the

wave functions and leads to more accurate point charges. However, large basis

59
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sets also mean a high cost of calculation resource (both computation time and

number of cores). In addition, most of the calculations with different basis sets

gave very similar values of charges, as for example for the CO2 molecule as

shown in table 3.1. The basis set involved in the computation will be given in

details in following sections when specific molecule and clusters are discussed.

The atomic multipole moments were obtained by using the DMA method

performed by the program CamCASP [73]. CamCASP gives calculations on

molecular properties including multipole moments, charge transfer, atomic

polarisation etc. The multipole moments (accurate to rank 4) were reduced to

atomic charges (monopoles) by fitting using the program MULFIT [74, 75].

The interatomic potentials were obtained by fitting the empirical parameters

against the total energy calculated by the MP2 method. MP2 was used because

of its inclusion of both short and long range interactions. In comparison, DFT

only takes account of the short range exchange-correlation energy. Therefore

the DFT method is economic and accurate enough for molecular structure

calculation, but not suitable for the intermolecular potential fitting. Large

numbers of the total MP2 energy calculations were performed on atomic

clusters. More details will be given in the following sections according to the

specific systems. The fitted empirical parameters were obtained using the code

GULP [76]. GULP is a code for the modelling condensed phases and molecules,

and it is excellent at fitting interatomic potentials to both energy surfaces and

empirical data.
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Table 3.1: Values of the CO2 atomic charges obtained by distributed multipole
analysis with different basis sets. The unit for the charge is e.

Basis set Charge of O Charge of C
cc-pVDZ 0.56030 −0.28015
aug-cc-pVDZ 0.60585 −0.30293
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.60806 −0.30403
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.60849 −0.30425

3.2 The model of CO2

3.2.1 Charge Distribution

Table 3.1 gives the fitted point charges on CO2 obtained using different basis

sets. It is obvious that all the aug basis sets give similar and much more

polarised charge distributions than the cc-pVDZ basis set does. The results

imply that charge obtained based on the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set or larger basis

set might be accurate enough to represent the point charges. In the project, the

atomic charges obtained based on the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set were used in the

MD simulation for CO2.

3.2.2 Intermolecular potential

In addition to the atomic charges, the intramolecular and intermolecular

potentials are also needed in the empirical MD simulations. In my MD

simulations, the linear CO2 molecule is treated as a rigid body with 1.16 Å

distance between the carbon and oxygen atoms [77]. There are several CO2

models that have been proposed, among which the Potoff model [78] is one of

the most commonly used. This model works well for the liquid and gas phase,

but we have found that it does not describe the solid phase well. Therefore,

a new model using a Buckingham potential (Equation 2.5) for CO2 has been

proposed in this project. Due to the strong covenant bonds between C and O

atoms, the intramolecular C–O bond stretching oscillations can be neglected,
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Figure 3.1: CO2 clusters used in MP2 calculations. The left molecules were
kept fixed but the right molecules were moved horizontally to the right side to
get sets of cluster energies with different distances between the molecules.

and hence the CO2 molecule can be treated as a rigid body.

Both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis have been used in the MP2

calculations to examine if the basis set is large enough to give an accurate

energy. The results of the total energy are shown in Figure 3.2. One can

see that the total energy obtained from the two basis sets with different C–

C distance overlapped each other, which means that both basis sets gave

similar results. This indicates that aug-cc-pVDZ basis set is big enough

for accurate ab inito calculations. In the following work, the total MP2 en-

ergy using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is used for the interatomic potential fitting.
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Figure 3.2: The total energy corresponding to the CO2 clusters shown in
Figure 3.1 respectively. The horizontal axis is the distance between the C
atoms.
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Table 3.2: Values of the parameters in Buckingham interaction between CO2
molecules.

Atom pair B (kJ/mol) ρ (Å ) C (kJ/molÅ6)
C–O 190909 0.2637 1216.21
O–O 203567 0.2659 2149.19
C–C 108347 0.2778 0.00
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Figure 3.3: The dots denote the fitted Buckingham energy against the total
MP2 energy. The line with a gradient which equals1 is the ideal fit line.

Interatomic potential fitting

From the ab initio data it was possible to get the parameters by fitting the model

parameters against the calculated energy. This fitting was performed by the

code GULP with the point charges calculated from DMA using aug-cc-pVTZ

basis set (table 3.1). The parameters C, ρ and B from the Buckingham equation

2.5 have been tuned until the equation gives the same value as the total MP2

energy of the CO2 clusters. There are three sets of such parameters for C–C,

C–O and O–O interactions, respectively. The fitted parameters are shown in

Table 3.2. The fitted empirical potentials compared with the total MP2 energy

are shown in Figure 3.3. One can see that most of the empirical fitted energy

is the same as the MP2 energy, which means the fitted model gives consistent
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(a) ZIF-4 (Type I) (b) ZIF-7 (Type II) (c) ZIF-8 (Type III)

Figure 3.4: Three types of imidazolate ligand bonded to Zn atom.

result to the ab initio calculated data. Therefore this model might be accurate

enough for empirical MD simulations.

3.3 The model of ZIFs

The ZIFs (Zif-zni, ZIF-1, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6, ZIF-7, ZIF-8, ZIF-10 and

ZIF-11) were chosen to be studied in the project. Their pore structures are

shown in Figure 1.3. There are three types of ligands in these ZIFs which are

shown in Figure 3.4. The first type is the most simple one, the imidazolate

ligand C3H3N2
−. It is shared by ZIF-zni, ZIF-1, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6

and ZIF10. The other two contained by ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 are slightly more

complicated but similar to the first type imidazolate ligand. A benzene ring

attached to the imidazolate ligand forms the one in ZIF-7 (Type II in Figure

3.4). The H atom bonded to the C atom (C in N–C–N of the first type) replaced

by CH4
+1 forms the third type as found in ZIF-8 (Type III in Figure 3.4).

3.3.1 Charge Distribution

It is difficult to obtain atomic charge in ZIFs compared with CO2 molecule

due their crystalline structures. It is very expensive to calculate the quantum

structure of the bulk crystal by using ab initio methods. However, the difficulty
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ZIF-4 ZIF-7 ZIF-8

Figure 3.5: Three clusters used for the ab initio (PBE [45]) calculations from
which we obtained charge distributions; each cluster here has a different ligand
representing the ZIF indicated. Carbon atoms are black, nitrogen are blue, zinc
are grey, normal hydrogens are pink, and hydrogen atoms added to terminate
a nitrogen atom are red.

can be overcome by computing the quantum structure of different size of ZIF

clusters. The charges can be obtained by analysing the trends and similarities

of the charge distribution in these clusters.

To select the clusters, some bonds have to be cut. The one chosen to be cut

for the ab initio calculations is the Zn–N bond, which is the weakest bond in

the ZIFs. Three sets of clusters corresponding to the three types of imidazolate

ligands have been selected. These clusters range from one single imidazolate

ligand to the large clusters in which the imidazolate ligands are attached to

two Zn atoms. In addition, clusters with an extra H atom bonded to the open

N atom (Figure 3.5) have also been used.

The basis sets used in the calculations depend on the size of the clusters.

aug-cc-pVTZ is the main choice because it can give accurate results in most of

the cases. However, for larger systems, the DFT calculations have convergence

problems with large basis sets such as aug-cc-pVTZ; besides, it is also expensive.

Alternatively, aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets can be used. The charges obtained

from this basis set are accurate enough for MD simulations. Nevertheless,

convergence problems have also been encountered with aug-cc-pVDZ basis
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Figure 3.6: Some of the point charges on the atoms in the large cluster with
total charge +2 e. Due to the symmetry of the cluster, only one of the side
imidazolate ligand and the one in the middle are shown. The unit of the point
charges is e.

sets with large ZIF clusters. Hence, even smaller basis sets such as cc-pVTZ and

cc-pVDZ have been used for the calculation on large ZIF clusters. In summary,

the rule is to use as large size a basis set as possible without convergence

problem for any cluster. When smaller basis sets such as cc-pVTZ was used,

the calculations were repeated with cc-pVDZ basis set. Two sets of data

obtained using such two basis sets can give more accurate atomic charge by

the extrapolation given by Equation 2.24.

Although the different sizes of clusters gave different point charges for the

same elements, the charges for the same type of atom can be determined by

checking their trends and similarities. Take the large cluster from ZIF-4 for

example, the raw charge data of which is shown in Figure 3.6. We can see that

the Zn charge is almost constant, and it is the same for the N atoms. Therefore,

it is reasonable to average the charge for Zn and N, the results of which are

0.9489 e and −0.4853 e, respectively. The N atoms bonded to the additional

hydrogen atoms have not been taken into account due its broken structure.
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Table 3.3: Values of the ZIF atomic charges obtained by DMA method. The
charge unit is e.

ZIF Zn C N H
zni,1-4,6,10 (Type I) 0.94 0.00 −0.49 0.17
7,11 (Type II) 0.96 0.00 −0.54 0.12
8 (Type III) 0.94 0.00 −0.51 0.11

The final charge of Zn is obtained by averaging the Zn charge of all three

clusters which is 0.94 e. The same procedure have been done on N charge

which is −0.49 e. For C atoms, the final charge was taken as 0 e because all the

calculated charges for C are very small and close to 0. The H charge is close

to 0.2 e in DFT calculation. However, the total charge of the ZIF should be 0.

From the chemical formula Zn(IM)2 that we can get the H charge has to be

0.17 e to make the total charge 0. The value 0.17 e is acceptable comparing

with 0.2 e. From this procedure the working values of the atomic charges are

produced as given in table 3.3.

3.3.2 ZIF potential

In ZIFs, the imidazolate ligands can be treated as rigid bodies. This is because

the bonds C–N, C–C and C–H in imidazolate ligand are much stronger than

the Zn–N bonds under the environment has been used for MD simulations.

The less strong Zn–N bonds form a tetragonal shape as shown in Figure 3.4.

Therefore, the short-range interatomic interactions only involves the Zn cation

and the atom bonded to it. The first term is the Morse potential given by

Equations 2.6) used to describe the Zn–N bonds. The second term and third

term are the triplet bond-bending interactions for the N–Zn–N and Zn–N–C

angles, which are modelled using Equation 2.7. The fourth contribution is an

inversion force (give by Equation 2.9) used to maintain the planarity of groups

of four atoms which are arranged as one central atom surrounded by the other
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Table 3.4: Values of the parameters in the short-range potentials described by
Equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9.

Zn–N N–Zn–N
ε (kJ/mol) r0 (Å) α (Å−1) k (kJ/mol/rad2) θ0 (deg.)

80.76 1.984 2.55 395.6 109.47◦

Inversion Zn–N–C
A (kJ/mol) θ0 (deg.) k (kJ/mol/rad2)

395.6 120◦ 394.8

Table 3.5: Values of the parameters in Buckingham interaction.

Atom pair B (KJ/mol) ρ (Å) C (kJ/molÅ6)
C–C 270363 0.2667 1701.73
C–H 58551 0.2793 688.27
C–N 227798 0.2825 2011.03
H–H 12680 0.2809 278.37
H–N 49333 0.2841 813.36
N–N 191935 0.2874 2376.55

three atoms. In this case, the inversion interactions is centred on the N atoms

with bonding to the neighbouring Zn cation and the two nearest-neighbour C

atoms in the molecular ligand; this force acts to maintain the planarity of the

N–Zn bond and the plane of the ligand.

The parameters of these models were obtained by fitting to ab initio energy

surfaces computed for a large number of configurations of clusters of atoms.

For the pure imidazolate ligand, a single ligand bonded to a Zn cation was

used, which in turn was bonded to the nitrogen atoms on three cyanide

molecular ions. For the other ligands larger clusters containing seven ligands

and two Zn cations were used. The parameters in the terms were fitted to the

energies of these many clusters, taking account of the Coulomb interactions

between Zn cations and the ligands, using the modelling program GULP [76].

Final parameter values used in this thesis are given in table 3.4.

Since the ligand is treated as a rigid body, so the force field described above

only lacks the interaction between ligands. For this, a Buckingham model for
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the dispersion and repulsive interactions between the individual atoms on

neighbour ligands (carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen) was used. The expression

is given by Equation 2.5, the parameters are taken from the work of work of

Williams’ work [79]. The parameter values are reproduced in table 3.5.

3.4 Intermolecular potentials between ZIF and CO2

For the CO2 absorption simulations, in addition to the CO2 model and the ZIF

model described above, the intermolecular potentials between ZIF and CO2 are

also needed. The empirical intermolecular potentials between CO2 molecules

and ZIFs are obtained through the same procedure as for CO2 molecules. The

only difference is that one of the CO2 molecule is replaced by a ZIF cluster,

the size of which is economic for MP2 calculation but also big enough to

give adequate information for the intramolecular interactions. The chosen ZIF

cluster is a simple model as shown in Figure 3.7.

The MP2 calculations have been performed on two systems which consist

of the chosen ZIF cluster and one CO2 molecule as shown in Figure 3.7, in

which the CO2 and Zn(NC)2 cluster are lined up differently. Two basis sets

– aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ – were used in the calculations. The total

MP2 energy of the system with different distances between the CO2 molecule

and ZIF cluster (O–Zn distance) is presented in Figure 3.8. From the figure,

one can see that the total energy calculated with both basis sets gave the same

results. In another words, the energy obtained from the aug-cc-pVDZ basis

set is accurate enough. Therefore, the final total MP2 energy is taken from the

results calculated with aug-cc-pVDZ results since it converges at short distance

while aug-cc-pVTZ basis does not.

The fitted parameters in the Buckingham potential are presented in Table

3.6 and the fitted energy from these parameters against the MP2 energy is
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(a) Perpendicular (b) Parallel

Figure 3.7: Two sets of CO2 molecule and Zn(CN)2 cluster configurations used
in MP2 calculations.
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Figure 3.8: Total energy of CO2 and Zn(CN)2 clusters calculated using MP2
method. It has shown the total energy of the system with different distance
(horizontal axis) between the C atom in CO2 and the Zn atom in Zn(CN)2.

shown in Figure 3.9. Although the the fitted energy is not exactly the same as

the ab inito energy, the difference between the fitted energy and the ab initio

energy is small enough to be acceptable for empirical MD simulation.

3.4.1 Other molecules

So far, the DMA method has been successfully applied for atomic charge fitting

for CO2 and ZIFs. To widen the application of DMA method, point charges of

various systems – from small molecules shown in Figures 3.11, 3.13) and two

large biological molecules such as lipid molecule shown in Figure 3.10 – have
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Figure 3.9: Empirical potential fitting for CO2 molecule and ZIF cluster. The
dots are the fitted energy against the total MP2 energy. The line with a gradient
which equals 1 is the ideal fit line.

Table 3.6: Values of the parameters in Buckingham interaction (Equations 2.5).

Atom pair B (kJ/mol) ρ (Å) C (kJ/molÅ6)
CCO2–CZIF 106996.4 0.2780 1487.38
CCO2–H 60683 0.2793 713.33
CCO2–N 103366 0.2820 1473.04
CCO2–Zn 1417347 0.2900 38015.38
O–CZIF 163495 0.2650 1394.10
O–H 57298 0.2660 613.98
O–N 157948 0.2690 1380.67
O–Zn 274353 0.2750 11435.99

been obtained using the DMA method during the course of my studentship.

Both the structure and the corresponding charges are presented in Figures 3.10,

3.11, and 3.13. More or less, symmetries are involved in the molecule structures

which will lead to symmetric charge distribution. In these figures, each element

sharing the same charge is denoted in the same colour and same size.
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DDP molecules

DPPC molecule is one type of the lipid model and the molecules can be lined

up as bilayers to construct the membranes in biology. The molecule itself has

a unique structure formed by a head and two tails as shown in Figure 3.10.

The two tails are vey similar and share the same symmetry. The molecule

structure and charges are illustrated in Figure 3.10. The ab initio calculations

were performed using the GGA method with aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets. From

the Figure we can see that the carbons in the chains from the two tails share

the same charge, as expected due to its symmetric structure, and it is the same

for the hydrogen atoms bonded to the carbon chains.

Aromatic molecules

A number of aromatic organic molecules, as shown in Figure 3.11, have had

their charges calculated as well. Compared with DPPC molecules, the total

numbers of atoms and electrons are much less, so a larger basis set – aug-cc-

pVTZ rather than aug-cc-pVDZ – could be used in the ab initio calculations.

Although the charges are more or less different due to the structural difference,

they still show some similarities which is helpful to understand the charge

distributions of C and H.

Even though the values of the charges of the C and H atoms change with

the structure and bondings, the carbon atoms can be divided into two types

according to the bonds formed with other atoms as shown Figure 3.12. The

first type has the C atoms bonded to other three C atoms (the first image in

Figure 3.11), and the second type has the C atoms bonded to other two C

atoms and one H atom (the second image in Figure 3.11). The charge of the

same type of C atom in all these small molecules share a close value which

can be generalised by taking the average charge with a standard deviation that
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(a) DPPC Molecule (b) DPPC head

O3=-0.1291

O4=-0.384

C3=0.1162

C4=-0.967

C5=-0.1624

H=0.0953

C6=-0.3695

(c) DPPC tail

Figure 3.10: Charge distribution in a DPPC molecule. The first image illus-
tration the whole DPPC structure. For a better illustration, the molecule are
presented in two parts (the head and the tails) in the second and third images.
Only one tail is presented with charges because of that the two tails has the
same charge distribution.

covers the range of all the fitted charge. As shown in the the figure, the charge

for the first type C is −0.07± 0.02 e and −0.15± 0.04 e for the second type. All

the hydrogen atoms in the aliphatic molecules share the same charge, which is

about 0.12± 0.02 e. In addition to these two types, two more types of carbon

within the DPPC tail and adamantane molecule are also presented in the

Figure (the third and fourth images in Figure 3.13). The charge distributions

on these different types of C atoms indicate that the negative charge tend to

distribute on the C that share less bonds with other C.
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(a) Benzene (b) Naphthalene (c) Anthracene

(d) Biphenyl (e) paraterphenyl

(f) Orthoterphenyl

Figure 3.11: Molecule charges of organic compounds constructed by benzene
rings and H (aliphatic molecules). The unit of the point charges is e.

Small molecules formed by C attached with various elements

In additional to the organic molecules (DPPC and aliphatic molecules), as set

of other various molecule charges have been calculated by the DMA method,

the structure and charges of which are presented in Figure 3.13. Adamantane

is formed only with C and H atoms and it shares a similar type of C (C

bonded to two other C atoms and two H atom as shown in the fourth image
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Figure 3.12: Four types of C atoms in organic molecules and the corresponding
charges. The unit of the point charges is e.

in Figure 3.12) in DPPC molecules. In addition to the three types presented, it

contains another type of C which is bonded to other three C atoms and one H

atom (the third image in Figure 3.12).

3.5 Conclusions

The DMA method applied to various sizes of molecules have shown that it is

a very powerful method to reproduce the multipole moment. In addition, the

point charge fitting method can be applied for empirical molecular simulation

flexibility since the massless atom can be added in the molecule to get accurate

multipole moment. The additional molecules have provided useful tests of

the approach and some are being used in other studies. The results for

orthoterphenyl and adamantane were used in the PhD work of a colleague

student in my group, and the DPPC work was used by a PhD student in

bioengineering. The results are also being used in a project with CrystalMaker

Software Ltd.
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(a) C6F3Cl3 (b) Chloranil

(c) Oxalylchlo-
ride

(d) thiourea (e) Malononitrile

(f) Striazine (g) Adamantane

H=0.3615

O1=-0.3

O2=-0.3526
C1=0.1784

O3=-0.2741

C2=0.0253

(h) Tartaricacid

Figure 3.13: Fitted charges of small molecules formed by C chains (rings, cages)
and various elements. The unit of the point charges is e. A transparent ball
is presented inside adamantane molecule for a better illustration of its cage
structure.



Chapter 4

CO2

4.1 CO2 Crystal

4.1.1 Crystalline CO2 structure

Before we proceed to the empirical MD simulation on CO2 absorption in

ZIFs, the models of CO2 and ZIFs obtained from previous Chapter have

been simulated and tested respectively. The results of CO2 model have been

compared with experiment data in three phases, namely crystal, liquid and

gas.

In the simulations of the solid phase, the crystal structure was taken from

the X-ray diffraction experiments carried out by Simon and Peters [80]. Ac-

cording to their work, CO2 has Pc3 space group symmetry with the lattice

parameter a = 5.624± 0.002 Å. The C–O distance is 1.15 Å and fractional coor-

dinates are listed in table 4.1. The crystal structure is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.1.2 Potoff model

To test the CO2 model developed in this project, simulation results have been

compared with a commonly used model taken from Potoff’s work [78]. In

78
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Table 4.1: Fractional coordinates of crystalline CO2 [80].

Atom x y z
C 0.00 0.00 0.00
O 0.1185 0.1185 0.1185

Figure 4.1: Unit cell of crystalline CO2.

Table 4.2: Parameter for Lennard-Jones interaction (Equation 2.4) used in
Pottoff model [78].

Atom pair ε (K) σ (Å)
C–C 27.0 2.80
O–O 79.0 3.05
C–O 46.18 2.92

the Potoff model, the CO2 molecules are treated as rigid bodies; the partial

charge of O and C atoms are 0.7 e and −0.35 e respectively; and Lennard-Jones

potentials are used to describe the intermolecular interactions, the parameters

of which are shown in table 4.2.

4.1.3 Phonon dispersion curves

To test the CO2 model of the solid phase, the phonon dispersion curves have

been calculated based on the model and been compared by using GULP [76].
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The structure has been optimised and the phonon calculation then has been

performed based on the optimised structure. The optimised lattice parameter

of our model agrees with the experiment result of 5.624 Å with 0% difference,

whereas the optimised lattice parameter for Potoff model is 4.998 Å with 11%

difference from the experiment. Typically we expect a good empirical model

to have an accuracy for the lattice parameters of up to 2% (perfect agreement

with experimental data should not be taken too seriously), and so the Potoff

model can be said to have a very poor level of agreement with data.

Calculated phonon dispersion curves for both the model developed here

and that of Potoff are compared with the experimental data [80] in Figure 4.2.

The calculations were performed with the relaxed structure. The experimental

results were obtained by inelastic neutron scattering. This is a spectroscopy

technique and involves thermal neutrons being scattered with a change in

energy and wave vector that corresponds to the energy and wave vector of

individual phonons. For crystalline CO2, measurements have been performed

for wave vectors along the [1, 1, 1] direction [81].

From the Figure we can see that our dispersion curves have shown a good

agreement with the experimental data. The results for the two acoustic modes

and the optical phonon frequencies at wave vectors [0, 0, 0] and [1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ] of our

model are close to the experimental data. On the other hand, the phonon

frequencies calculated with Potoff model are systematically too high.

4.2 CO2 fluid

4.2.1 Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulation

Our model for crystalline CO2 has shown good consistency with experiments

as discussed in the previous section, a further study of the vapour-liquid phase
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Figure 4.2: Dispersion curves of CO2. The left one is our model and the right
one is Potoff model [78]. The black dots are experiment data [81] and the lines
are from simulation.

has been simulated and compared with experimental data obtained from NIST

database [82]. This part of work was performed by my colleague Chenxing

Yang. The simulations have been carried out using the code Towhee [83] which

is a code written for vapour-liquid calculation based on the Grand Canonical

Monte Carlo (GCMC) method.

A range of temperatures from 200 K to 300 K have been calculated with

constant pressure and temperature Gibbs ensemble in our simulation. The

temperature and pressure coexist lines are shown in the right pane of the

Figure 4.3 (a) (right pane). The simulation results have shown a satisfying

agreement with the experiments. Corresponding densities of the vapour and

liquid have been calculated respectively as shown in Figure 4.3 (b) (left pane).

The vapour-liquid coexistence point has also been calculated. The results of

our model, the Potoff model and experiment data are listed in table 4.3, from

which we can see our model shows a good agreement to experiment. Taken
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Figure 4.3: The black dot and star is the critical point of experiment and our
simulation respectively.

Table 4.3: CO2 vapour-liquid coexistence point

Temperature (K) Pressure (bar) Vapour Density (g/ml)
Experiment 304.1282 73.843 0.4676
Our model 308.39044 80.82 0.46695
Potoff model 306.2 77.7 0.4649

over the full suite of data, our model has an accuracy comparable with that of

the Potoff model.

4.2.2 MD simulation

In addition to GCMC simulations, MD simulations have been performed on

the gas phase at 200 ◦C and under two pressures which are 10 bar and 25 bar,

respectively. The orthogonal NST ensemble was used in the simulations. The

starting configurations of the CO2 molecules are shown in Figure 4.4, in which

the CO2 molecules are lined up regularly with a distance obtained from the

experiments [82].

The evolution of the density with time under pressures of 10 bar and 25 bar

is shown in Figure 4.5. One can see that the gas density under 10 bar and
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Figure 4.4: The initial configuration for the CO2 simulation at temperature
200 ◦C and under pressure 10 bar. The CO2 molecules are lined up regularly.
The distance between the molecules (C–C distance) is 18.8 Å obtained from
the average distance of experiment data [82].
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Figure 4.5: The variation of the CO2 density with simulation time.

25 bar varies at the average density 11.2 kg/m3 and 28.5 kg/m3, respectively.

These are consistent with experimental densities of 11 kg/m3 and 29 kg/m3

under 10 bar and 25 bar respectively. The time-dependence of the total energy

is shown in Figure 4.6. The total energy remains close to a constant value

even during the process under which the system settles to an equilibrium.

Figure 4.6 also shows the small effects of restarting the simulation part-way
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Figure 4.6: The variation of the total CO2 energy with time. The small jumps
are caused by the restart of the simulations.
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Figure 4.7: The variation of the CO2 density with time. The starting configu-
rations with densitied denoted by the black squares were obtained under a
pressure different from the requested simulation pressure.

through.

Because the simulations of CO2 absorption (Chapter 6) and de-absorption

simulations (Chapter 8) will involve changing pressures, I explored the effect of

using configurations obtained after equilibration at one pressure in a simulation

with a different pressure. The temperature was the same, at 200 ◦C. Taking

the configuration equilibrated at 10 bar and increasing to 25 bar, the starting

density of 11.4 kg/m3 increased very quickly to 29 kg/m3 after 20 ps, as shown
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in Figure 4.7 (a). A simulation starting with a configuration equilibrated at

25 bar was performed under a pressure of 10 bar showed the reverse, in

that the density decreases from 29 kg/m3 to 11 kg/m3 after 40 ps, as shown

in Figure 4.7 (b). The new densities are also consistent with experiment

data. These results have further demonstrated that the potential model works

well with CO2 gas. Furthermore, this approach where we run without prior

equilibration steps gives hope for the MD simulations on gas absorption where

it is not possible to use prior equilibration steps.

4.3 Conclusions

From this chapter, all the simulations (phonon dispersion relations, GCMC

simulations, MD simulation) results have shown that the CO2 model we

developed works better than the standard model. Furthermore, the non-

equilibrium MD simulation on CO2 have shown that the MD simulation on

CO2 absorption which involves no equilibration steps can be achieved and to

provide information close the natural system. The new CO2 model developed

in this project has been successfully applied to the MD simulations on the

superfluid phase of CO2 [84].



Chapter 5

ZIF

In this chapter, a systematic simulation on ZIFs have been performed under

different temperatures and pressures. Displacive phase transitions have been

observed in some ZIFs with the increase of temperature and pressure. These

phase transitions are consistent with the experiments. The stability of the

material has been analysed and the mechanism of phase transitions has been

in given this this chapter. This work has already been published in Delta

Transictions [85].

5.1 Model of the structure

The simulations on CO2 have shown that our methods works well and enable

the simulation of the real system to an accurate level. The reliability of the

method can be further investigated by studying ZIF crystals. The empirical

force field was derived by the approach used for CO2 and other recent work

on Zn(CN)2 [86], in which the force field, including the Coulomb interactions,

was developed based on a combination of quantum chemistry calculations and

well-tested established inter-ligand interactions. The structure can be studied

by comparing the structural flexibility of a wider range of ZIF structures using

86
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lattice dynamics and molecular dynamics simulations, exploring the effects

of both temperature and pressure. The aim here is to use such models within

computer simulation to investigate the extent to which the structure flexibility

depends on the ZIF topology, and also how the structure fluctuations depend

on the moment of inertia of the ligand.

The issue of flexibility can be initially considered using insights from

rigidity theory applied to network crystal structures [87–90]. This can be

illustrated by any crystalline phase of silica, SiO2, in which the structure is

described as a network of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra, it was found that

there is an exact balance between the number of degrees of freedom of the

near-rigid SiO4 tetrahedra and the number of constraints associated with the

linkages between neighbouring tetrahedra [88]. This is because each rigid

tetrahedron has 6 degrees of freedom (translation and rotation), and that

there are three constraint equations for each shared linkage. If we denote the

Cartesian coordinates of the shared vertices of the two tetrahedra as (x1, y1, z1)

and (x2, y2, z2) respectively, we must have x1 = x2 etc. as the set of constraint

equations. Given that there are 4 vertices, and that each constraint equation is

shared by 2 tetrahedra, the total number of constraint equations per tetrahedron

is 4× 3÷ 2 = 6, which is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. In

silica and related phases, it has been noted that symmetry generates some

degeneracies amongst the constraints, which gives an additional flexibility that

is seen as the existence of low-frequency vibrations of the crystal structure in

which the SiO4 tetrahedra move as rigid objects without any distortion [87].

These phonons are called Rigid Unit Modes (RUMs). It has been shown that

RUMs are responsible for properties such as displacive phase transitions [88]

and negative thermal expansion [86, 91–93].

To extend the rigidity analysis to a ZIF structure, we need to consider the

constraints associated with the linkages between ZnN4 tetrahedra through
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the imidazolate ligand. If we treat the ligand as a rigid rod with no angular

forces between the rod and the tetrahedra, we have the same situation as found

in Zn(CN)2 and discussed by Goodwin [94]. In this case, each tetrahedron

around the Zn has 6 degrees of freedom, namely 3 translation and 3 rotation.

The cyanide rod has 5 degrees of freedom. This leads to the total number of

degrees of freedom per formula unit is 5+5+6=16. Now the constraints at the

vertices of the Zn(C/N)4 tetrahedra are not shared between tetrahedra, which

means that the number of constraints per formula unit is 12. Thus there are 4

more degrees of freedom than constraints per formula unit, which give rise

to RUMs at all wave vectors as the vibrations in which neither the tetrahedra

nor cyanide groups are distorted. In fact in Zn(CN)2 there are 8 RUMs per

wave vector because the unit cell contains 2 formula units. These have been

analysed in more detail by computer simulation [86]. That study showed that

there are orientational interactions between the CN rod and the tetrahedra.

These have the effect of reducing some of the RUM flexibility by causing some

of the RUMs to have relatively high frequency.

In any ZIF structure, the linkage imidazolate ligand has a three-dimensional

structure rather than being a simple rod, potentially with directional bonding to

the zinc cations. Whilst this adds another 2 degrees of freedom per tetrahedron,

the directional forces may reduce the flexibility as compared to that of a system

with a set of freely-hinged rods connecting tetrahedra. A similar effect of

directional forces was seen in the simulation study of Zn(CN)2 [86]. Moreover,

since no ZIF structure has negative thermal expansion, which is usually a sign

of an inherent network flexibility, it may be the case that the flexibility of this

system is affected by orientational constraints. This basic analysis, and the

uncertainty that is thrown up here, provides part of the motivation for this

study.

Some aspects of the flexibility of three ZIF frameworks, namely ZIF-4, ZIF-
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zni and amorphous ZIF, were recently studied using neutron total scattering

coupled with the Reverse Monte Carlo method (RMC) [95]. In that work the

distributions of bond lengths and angles of the three different structures were

compared with each other.

5.2 Simulation methods

5.2.1 Lattice energy and lattice dynamics simulations

Some lattice energy and harmonic lattice dynamics calculations have been

performed on the ZIFs containing the imidazolate ligand, using the GULP

code [76]. GULP is not able to handle rigid molecules, and thus required the

use of interactions between the atoms with the ligands. I used parameters

from the MM3 potential for this [96]. The interactions between the Zn cations

and ligands have been described in chapter 2.1, and as discussed there I used

the Williams potentials for the interactions between ligands [79].

It turned out that the minimum of the lattice energy was extremely shallow,

and thus convergence in the energy relaxation often took an extremely large

number of steps, or in worse cases the energy minimisation was unable to reach

convergence. This is probably due to the large difference in forces within and

between ligands. As a result I only discuss the results for the ZIF structures

that could be successfully relaxed.

5.2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations.

The simulations used time steps of 0.001 ps, and were typically run for around

30000 time steps for equilibration and 20000 time steps for production. The NST

ensemble was used to study the variation of the structure with temperature

and pressure, and NVE was used for the simulations to study dynamics.
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The MD simulations for a range of temperatures or pressures were each

started from scratch rather than using the configuration from a simulation

previously performed at a different temperature. This was done in order to

be able to submit many jobs as a single task. It has the disadvantage that the

temperature or pressure were not changed slowly, but has the advantage that

each simulation retains an independence from any preceding simulation.

To monitor the time evolution of the MD simulation and to compute

averages dlparse program was used to generate an XML file for each run

based on the Chemical Markup Language [97, 98], which was transformed

to an XHTML file which can be easily viewed by using ccViz program [99].

To extract and collate averages from the many files generated in a suite of

simulations across many temperatures, such as average lattice parameters at

each temperature, a Fortran program was created using the FoX XML libraries

[100].

Custom programs were also created to extract bond length and angle dis-

tributions from a number of configurations generated for each sample across a

range of temperatures, with analysis performed using programs written within

Matlab. Another custom program was used to compute the velocity correla-

tion functions from files of atomic trajectories, and the corresponding cosine

Fourier transform to give the vibrational densities of states was performed

using Matlab’s built-in function.

5.3 Variation with temperature

5.3.1 Crystal structures

Because the crystal structures are built from well-defined units, the dimensions

of the network structures of the ZIFs might be controlled by the network
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Figure 5.1: Temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of the ten ZIF
structures simulated in this study. The filled circles, plus signs and open
squares represent the values of the a, b and c lattice parameters respectively.
In each case we have scaled the results by the experimental values, typically
obtained at room temperature, in order to aid comparison with experiment.
ZIF-2-β and ZIF-6-β are the structures obtained from the phase transitions of
ZIF-2 and ZIF-6 at temperatures 200◦C and 400◦C without pressure respec-
tively.

topology, the sizes of the ligands, and the Zn–N distance, similar to how the

structure of an ionic crystal might be controlled by ionic radii. However, the
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flexibility of the network may well allow its dimensions to fluctuation. Hence

one test of the model is to compare lattice parameters with experimental data.

However, the simulations do not contain solvent molecules, but these are

often found in the reported crystal structure refinements. The presence of the

solvent molecules within the cages of the ZIF network may change the lattice

parameters.

The temperature-dependence of the lattice parameters from the simulations

are shown in Figure 5.1. In order to compare with experiment and to make

visualisation easier, the simulation results have been divided by the experi-

mental values, which had been obtained at room temperature and often for

samples containing solute molecules [20]. The simulations enforced orthogonal

axes when appropriate, but did not constrain the lengths of axes even in cases

where symmetry would require two or three axes to have the same length.

Thus in the cases of ZIF-zni (tetragonal), ZIF-3, ZIF-7 (hexagonal) and ZIF-8

(cubic) two or three of the simulated axes should have equal size, which is

seen to be the case in Figure 5.1. The level of agreement between the different

structures is actually quite variable, with differences ranging from only 1% to

8%.

In all cases the volumetric thermal expansion is positive, as seen in the plot

of the temperature-dependence of the density, Figure 5.2. And in many cases

the positive thermal expansion exists for all axes in the crystal.

One striking result from these data are the existence of first-order displacive

phase transitions in both ZIF-2 and ZIF-6. Because the materials are not heated

up continuously but instead each simulation was started for a particular ZIF

from an identical starting point, it is interesting that the transition points are

so sharp in both cases, namely at 160 K for ZIF-2 and 300 K for ZIF-6. Here

the new phases are denoted as ZIF-2-β and ZIF-6-β respectively, but it is also

noted that ZIF-2-β actually has the same structure as ZIF-1, as identified by
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Figure 5.2: Temperature dependence of the densities of the ZIFs structures
from my molecular dynamics simulations.

Figure 5.3: Expanded (left) and contracted (right) forms of ZIF-2, taken from the
simulation configurations at temperatures of 10 K and 200 K respectively. The
diagram shows only the Zn atoms with connecting rods to near neighbours.

Park et al. [20] The comparison of the ZIF-2 and ZIF-2-β networks is shown in

Figure 5.3, and the similarity between ZIF-2-β and ZIF-1 is shown in Figure 5.4.

When a fresh set of simulations were started for these new phases, ZIF-2 and

ZIF-6 were not recovered to their phases at lower temperatures, as seen in the

plots of lattice parameter in Figure 5.1.
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(a) ZIF-1 (b) ZIF-2-β

Figure 5.4: Structures of ZIF-1 and ZIF-2-β at temperature of 200 K, and zero
pressure.

5.3.2 Bond analysis

Figure 5.5 shows the temperature dependence of mean bond parameters

(distances, angles) and their standard deviation as defined in Figure 5.6. Here

we analyse the separate components of the data shown in this figure.

Zn–N bond.

The Zn–N distance (top row of Figure ??) is virtually the same in most of the

ZIF structures, namely 1.97 Å at low temperature rising to 1.99 Å at 700 K,

with the distance in ZIF-11 being slightly larger than the others by around

1% and in ZIF-7 by around 1.5%. In all cases the bond shows linear thermal

expansion with an expansion coefficient `−1∂`/∂T of around 2× 10−5 K−1.

This is very similar to that seen in the MD simulations and total scattering

studies of Zn(CN)2 [86, 101]. The standard deviation in the bond lengths,

which are very similar for all ZIF structures but slightly larger for ZIF-7 and

ZIF-11, range from 0.02 Å at low temperature to 0.08 Å at 700 K. This is larger

than the change due to thermal expansion. At the highest temperature (700 K)

the standard deviation is more than twice the net expansion from 0 to 700 K.
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The results for the Zn–N distance are in line with the earlier RMC results [95],

although that the RMC results are of lower accuracy.
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of Zn–N bond length, N–Zn–N and Zn–N–C bond angles,
and the angle subtended by the Zn–N bond and the normal to the plane of
the imdazolate ligand; the three angles are shown in Figure 5.6. The graph
shows both the mean values of each quantity (left) and the standard deviations
(right). Where many results are very similar we do not identify the particular
structures, but instead identify only the main outliers.
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Wag angle

Zn–N–C
N–Zn–N

Figure 5.6: Definition of the three angles of flexibility within a local Zn(im)4
cluster; these are analysed in this paper.

N–Zn–N tetrahedral angle

The N–Zn–N angle (second row of Figure 5.6) is close to the ideal value of

109.47◦ in all cases, with variation between the different materials being less

than 0.5◦. The standard deviation in this angle does vary between systems at

lower temperature, rising in most cases to around 5◦ at 700 K and up to 8◦ in

the case of ZIF-7 and ZIF-11. Again, these results are in line with the earlier

RMC results [95], although the RMC results give a slightly larger standard

deviation.

Zn–N–C angle

The mean Zn–N–C angle, as defined in Figure 5.6, varies weakly with tem-

perature in all ZIFs (third row of Figure 5.6). Many of the ZIFs have an angle

of 128◦, with a value for this angle that is smaller by 5◦, 6◦ and 8◦ in ZIF-7,

ZIF-11 and ZIF-8 respectively. The angle observed in the RMC studies of ZIF-4
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and ZIF-zni is that subtended at the centre of the ligand, which is equal to

2× ẐnNC− N̂CC. With ẐnNC ' 128◦, and taking N̂CN = 114◦, a value of

142◦ is obtained for the angle subtended by the two N–Zn bonds at the centre

of the imidazolate ligand. This is consistent with the RMC results [95]. The

fluctuation in the Zn–N–C angle is seen to vary quite considerably with the

specific ZIF, with the standard deviation being as low as ca 4◦ in many of

the ZIFs at 700 K, but between 10–12◦ in the cases of ZIF-11, ZIF-7 and ZIF-8.

However, in these latter cases the fluctuation appears to exist over the full range

of temperatures rather than increasing with temperature. Similarly in the RMC

study the angle subtended at the centre of the ligand in ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni has

a fluctuation of around 10◦ that has a weak dependence on temperature; this

shows a slightly larger fluctuation than in our MD simulation, but not by a

large amount.

The ligand wag angle

Figure 5.6 shows how the angle is defined between the N–Zn bond and the

normal to the plane of the imidazolate ligand. The bottom row of Figure 5.5

shows that the mean angle is close to a right angle over the whole range of

temperatures for all ZIF structures (as found in the RMC study [95]). A stan-

dard deviation was found in this angle rising to about 6◦ at 700 K. By contrast,

the RMC study found a standard deviation of ca. 20◦, which is considerable

larger than what have been found with MD simulations performed on ZIFs.

Perhaps surprisingly a significant effect is not found on the wag angle from

the different moments of inertia of different ligands.
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Figure 5.7: Velocity autocorrelation functions of the different ZIF structures
obtained from MD simulations (right), and the corresponding density of states
(left) obtained as the cosine Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.
Successive plots are displaced vertically; the autocorrelation functions all have
value of 1 at zero time, and oscillating around zero value at large time, whilst
the densities of states all go to zero in the limits of low and high frequency.

5.4 Vibrational dynamics

5.4.1 Harmonic lattice dynamics calculations

A number of the imidazolate ZIF structures were relaxed through a lattice

energy calculation and followed by a lattice dynamics calculation. These

systems contain many branches in the phonon dispersion curves. In the cases

of ZIF-4, the unit cell contains 16 formula units and hence 272 atoms. This

means there are 816 branches in the dispersion curves. Of these, 576 modes

can be associated with internal vibrations of the ligands (each ligand contains
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8 atoms, so that the 8× 3 modes are separated into 6 whole body rotations

and translations and 18 internal vibrations, with 32 ligands in the unit cell)

and 240 with vibrations in which the ligands move as rigid objects, which are

called the external modes. In the calculation there is a gap of 10.5 THz between

the lowest frequency internal mode and the highest-frequency external mode

at around 12.6 THz. The 240 external modes for wave vectors along one

direction in reciprocal space, namely along a∗, are shown in the left-hand pane

in Figure 5.8.

The 240 external modes will include some vibrations in which the ZnN4

tetrahedra move without distortion; these modes will be analogues of the

RUMs identified in silicates and responsible for phase transitions and negative

thermal expansion. Using the flexibility analysis discussed above, 96 of the 240

external modes can be identifiable as RUMs. To detect these modes I used an

approach developed by my supervisor for the study of the flexibility of network

ceramics [102, 103] which was also applied to the metal-organic framework

MOF-5 [104]. In this approach, phonon calculations were performed using a

simple model where the molecules and tetrahedra were kept rigid but with

no other active forces. This model should give zero frequency values for all

RUMs [87], and indeed does give 96 zero frequency modes as expected. The

analysis involves matching the eigenvectors of the simple model, emodel
k,j with

the eigenvectors of the phonons from a complete calculation, ephonon
k,i for wave

vector k through the projection equation [103]

mk,i = Ω2 ∑
j

ephonon
k,i · emodel

k,j

Ω2 + ω2
k,j

(5.1)

where ω2
k,j is the calculated frequency of vibrational mode number j in the

flexibility model, and Ω is a constant which has been set as equal to 1 THz. For

any phonon mode of label i in the complete calculation, mk,i will have a value

of 1 when there is a complete match to the flexibility model (that is, when a
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Table 5.1: Calculated values of the elastic constant tensor for three ZIF struc-
tures. Here we only give the diagonal components. Units are GPa.

Value ZIF-3 ZIF-4 ZIF-10
C11 8.1 8.8 12.2
C22 8.1 8.0 12.2
C33 9.4 7.8 11.6
C44 2.7 2.6 2.5
C55 2.7 3.0 2.5
C66 4.2 4.2 1.5

phonon is a pure RUM), and a value of zero when there is no match (when

the mode involves a lot of distortion of the ZnN4 tetrahedra. The dispersion

curves is coloured in black with a match value of 1, and white with a match

value of zero; the colour dispersion curves are shown in the right hand pane

in Figure 5.8.

The lowest 48 modes have a very strong match to RUMs, which is clearly

seen in Figure 5.8. The eigenvectors of the remaining 48 RUMs are then mixed

over the remaining external modes. Such a mixing is seen in other systems,

from Zn(CN)2 to ZrW2O8, and including the complex zeolite phases of SiO2 to

a greater or lesser extent [93]. Similar results were also obtained for ZIF-3 and

ZIF-10.

It is interesting that the acoustic modes are all RUMs in Figure 5.8. Indeed,

within the flexibility model the lattice energy calculations give the result that

all elements of the elastic constant tensor have zero value. This suggests that

ZIF-4 may be elastically soft, and we have computed values for the elastic

constants for three ZIFs as shown in table 5.1. These values are relatively low,

for example as compared to MOF-5, where C11 = 29.2 GPa [105].
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5.4.2 Vibrational density of states from MD simulation

The vibrational density of states can be obtained from MD simulation using

the mass-weighted velocity autocorrelation functions, defined as

C(t) = ∑i mi 〈vi(t) · vi(0)〉
∑i mi 〈vi(0) · vi(0)〉

(5.2)

where vi(t) is the velocity of atom i at time t, and mi is the corresponding

mass [37]. This function was calculated for each ZIF at a temperature of

300 K, The computed functions are shown in Figure 5.7 (left hand pane). The

cosine Fourier transform directly gives the vibrational density of states. In

principle this function could have been calculated from the phonon dispersion

curves calculated using our model, but it is found, as noted above, that

even the sophisticated energy minimisers in GULP could not always give a

complete energy minimisations. Because the rigid ligands were used in the

MD simulations, the densities of states shown in Figure 5.7 (right hand pane)

correspond to the external modes as discussed above.

The densities of states for all ZIFs have many features in common, and

for ZIF-4 the main features in the density of states are captured also in the

dispersion curves seen in Figure 5.8. The range of frequency values and the

frequency regions where there are more modes correlate well between the

MD-calculated density of states and the phonon dispersion curves.

The common features across all the densities of states in Figure 5.7 are the

peak at around 1–2 THz, which is the region of RUMs identified in the phonon

dispersion curves. There is another broad peak present in some cases, which

can be seen from Figure 5.7 to correspond to modes with a significant but not

complete RUM character. At higher frequencies the modes are predominantly

not of RUM character (that is, the ZnN4 tetrahedra distort) but some parts of

the eigenvectors can be described as having some RUM character.
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Figure 5.8: Lower-frequency part of the calculated phonon dispersion curves
of ZIF-4. The right graph is the phonons coloured according to the value of
equation 5.1. Black = a value of 1, which means it is a RUM, and going towards
white means a trend towards zero.

Although there are common features in the densities of states, there are

also some differences. One is that the lower-frequency edge of the optic mode

density appears to vary. In ZIF-zni the lower edge is at a sufficiently high

frequency that we can see the Debye shape of the density of states associated

with acoustic modes (∝ ω2). But in other cases, such as in ZIF-6 in particular

but also in several other examples, the lowest-frequency band of optic modes

in the density of states masks the Debye shape somewhat. The upper range

also varies, with the upper frequency in ZIF-7 and ZIF-11 being lower than in

the other ZIF materials. This correlates with the data on the Zn–N bond seen

in Figure 5.5 and discussed in Section 5.3.2, which are the ZIFs with the large

benzo-imidazolate ligand.
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Figure 5.9: Pressure dependence of the lattice parameters of the ten ZIF struc-
tures simulated in this study. The filled circles, plus signs and open squares
represent the values of the a, b and c lattice parameters respectively. In each
case we have scaled the results by the experimental values, typically obtained
at room temperature, in order to facilitate comparison with experiment.

5.5 Variation with pressure

Simulations were carried out on ZIF structures for a wide range of pressures

to identify possible structural instabilities leading to phase transitions. The key
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(a) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(b) Pressure 0.6 GPa

Figure 5.10: The primary cage structure of ZIF-1 at temperature of 10 K at
pressures either side of the phase transition, showing the primary distortion
mechanism Both diagrams are drawn to the same scale, and the yellow spheres
representing empty space are of the same size. The lowering of volume through
the phase transition is seen as the cage tetrahedra move towards the sphere.

results are shown in plots of the lattice parameters in Figure 5.9, where phase

transitions are seen as discontinuities of the values of the lattice parameters.

The materials are considered as individual cases one by one here.

As in the study of the variation of the structure with temperature (Sec-

tion 5.3), all the simulations were ran in parallel rather than sequentially, which

means that pressure was applied instantaneously within the simulation to

the structure under ambient conditions. The pressure range was limited to a

maximum value of 1 GPa, because our motivation is to compare the stabilities

of the various lattices rather than search for phase transitions per se.

ZIF-1.

The crystal structure of ZIF-1 has cages that form channels, with each cage

having a long narrow shape as shown in Figure 5.10. It has four long edges

containing three ZnN4 tetrahedra and two ligands along the vertical axis in the

figure, which connect two four-membered rings of tetrahedra with a square

shape at the top and bottom. The longer chains are flexible under pressure
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(a) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(b) Pressure 0.35 GPa

(c) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(d) Pressure 0.6 GPa

Figure 5.11: A small portion of the network of cages and channels in ZIF-2 at a
temperature of 10 K at three pressures corresponding to the different phases.
The diagrams are designed to highlight the mechanisms of deformation. The
diagrams are drawn to the same scale and the yellow spheres representing
empty space are the same size in each diagram.

because, except along the top and bottom, there are no other chains to hold

them together as a rigid object. On the other hand, the square rings appear

to be relatively stable. When ZIF-1 is compressed, the four long edges are

pushed towards the central axis to decrease the volume, as seen by comparison

of the large yellow sphere of fixed size in the two images in Figure 5.10. The

square rings are found to rotate as part of the overall deformation of the cage

structure. The behaviour of the square rings seen here is actually seen in all

the other ZIFs we studied and which are discussed below.
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(a) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(b) Pressure 0.6 GPa

Figure 5.12: The primary cage in ZIF-3 at 10 K and two different pressures,
showing the deformation mechanism from the lowest to the highest pressure
phases. The two diagrams are drawn to the scale. In this case different size
yellow spheres are used to represent the empty space.

ZIF-2.

ZIF-2 has large double cages parallel to one axis, connected by cubes whose

faces are square rings of four tetrahedra. These double cages seem to be very

fragile, leading to large distortions being easily generated by pressure and

accompanied by rotations of the smaller square rings, as shown in Figure 5.11.

Indeed, similar distortions were seen to be generated by temperature, Figure 5.3

and Figure 5.4. Under pressure there are two phase transitions, at 0.35 and

0.6 GPa (Figure 5.9).

ZIF-3.

ZIF-3 has very big olive shape cages, capped at each end by four-membered

rings of tetrahedra that are connected by chains containing three ligands. The

effect of pressure is to push the four long edges inwards towards the centre

of the cage, as shown in Figure 5.12, leading to the phase transition seen at

0.8 GPa. However, the sequence of transitions in ZIF-3 is rather complicated,

as seen in Figure 5.9.
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(a) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(b) Pressure 0.6 GPa

(c) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(d) Pressure 0.6 GPa

Figure 5.13: The two primary cages in ZIF-4 at 10 K and two pressures, showing
the primary distortions through the phase transitions. The four diagrams are
drawn to the same scale. The yellow spheres representing empty space are the
same size in the top two diagrams and in the bottom two diagrams.

ZIF-4.

ZIF-4 is tightly packed by the long cage structure as shown in Figure 5.13.

Unlike the other ZIFs looked at so far, there are no smaller cages or channels

between the larger cages. Therefore, the effect of pressure can only be the

deformation of the cage itself. The shape of the long cage means that the effect

of pressure is to squeeze the centre of the cage, as shown in Figure 5.13. The

lattice parameters shown in Figure 5.9 suggest that the phase transition shown

in Figure 5.13 occurs in two stages.

ZIF-6.

ZIF-6 is seen in Figure 5.9 to undergo three phase transitions. The sequence of

deformations of the large cage, which is similar to that of ZIF-3 (Figure 5.12;

the difference is an additional two four-membered rings in the two end caps),

are shown in Figure 5.14. But in this case there are very large distortions of
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Pressure : 0 bar Pressure : 0.1 bar

Pressure : 0.8 bar Pressure : 0.6 bar

Central axis

Figure 5.14: The primary cage structure of ZIF-6 at 10 K and different pres-
sures, showing the deformation mechanisms associated with the three phase
transitions. The diagrams are drawn to the same scale, but the yellow spheres
representing empty space are not of a common size.

the cages through the phase transitions, with the cage eventually taking the

appearance of a channel instead.

ZIF-10.

ZIF-10 undergoes two phase transitions, as seen in Figure 5.9. The structural

changes are seen in Figure 5.15. ZIF-10 has very large cages with connecting

channels, and there are large eight-membered rings of tetrahedra in the cages.

These rings can be easily deformed under pressure, and in particular there is

a very large distortion of the cage at high pressure, flattening a large nearly-

circular cage down to essentially four small cages.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, computer simulations have been performed on various ZIF

structures designed to investigate several aspects of the flexibility. The MD
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(a) Pressure: 0 GPa
→

(b) Pressure 0.65 GPa

(c) Pressure 0 GPa
→

(d) Pressure 1.0 GPa

Figure 5.15: The primary cage structure of ZIF-10 at 10 K under two different
pressures, showing the primary deformation mechanisms associated with the
two phase transitions. The diagrams are drawn to the same scale but the
yellow spheres representing empty space are of different size in the different
images.

simulations performed with variation in temperature and pressure show the

extent to which these structures are resistant to collapse of their structures.

It is found that generally the ZIFs, even with a range of different network

topologies, show very similar flexibilities and dynamics. Many of the ZIF

structures are susceptible to distortion through displacive phase transitions,

but not all. Given that they are parameterised models, it is quite possible

that the specific phase transitions predicted here may be different from what

is observed in experiment, but nevertheless it is highly possible that some

ZIFs will show displacive phase transitions at quite modest pressures, and

by contrast others may prove reasonably resilient under pressure. The phase

behaviour of the ZIF family of structures appears to have not been well studied
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under either temperature or pressure [106, 107], but the simulation results

imply that there might be a rich diversity of behaviour with regard to the

existence of phase transitions, albeit with the need to take account of whether

the network cages contain solvent molecules or are empty.



Chapter 6

CO2 absorption dynamics in ZIFs

Among all the ZIFs studied in Chapter 5, ZIF-Zni, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6,

ZIF-8 and ZIF-10 have been selected for the absorption simulation due to their

typical pore structures. ZIF-1 has not been chosen because it shares a similar

structure with ZIF-2 after an irreversible phase transition when heated to 160 K

as shown in the previous chapter. ZIF-7 and ZIF-11 are not chosen either due

to their similarities to ZIF-8 pore structure as has also been discussed in the

previous chapter.

6.1 Starting configuration and set ups

6.1.1 Codes

A series of python scripts have been written to create the standard DLPOLY

input files to keep adding CO2 molecules during the absorption simulation.

The idea is to increase the length of Z axis of the simulation box which leaves

empty space for adding the CO2 molecules. Trackable CO2 molecules were

created and have been put on top of the absorbent slab. However, during

the simulation, the coordinates of the system shifts, and this shifts cannot be

111
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predicted which means that the boundary of the simulation box might cut

through the middle of the solid absorbent or the CO2 gas. Due to this shift,

the bonds which cross the periodic boundary along Z axis will be elongated

when the length of this axis be increased. Therefore, in addition to create the

trackable CO2 molecules, one more script has also be written to solve this

problem. This python script is used to divide the CO2 gas by a given plane

along Z axis and reset this plane as the new periodic boundary. Therefore,

once the length of Z axis increased, empty space will be given between the

divided gas molecules.

For the data analysis, a script for extracting the output data from DL_POLY’s

STATIS file (the file that dumps a set of data for each print time step) and a

script to calculate the atom density along the three axes have been written.

Others scripts include one for removing the CO2 molecules outside the ab-

sorbent for the de-absorption simulation, and another for cutting the slabs. All

these were written using the python language.

The visualisation software CrystalMaker [108] was used to produce snap-

shot images and movies to provide supplementary information.

6.1.2 Initial structure

To start the gas absorption simulation, in addition to the force field and point

charges developed in Chapter 3, initial structures are also required. The initial

structure contains the coordinates of CO2 molecules, the ZIF slabs with space

between the slabs, and the CO2 gas to occupy the space between slabs as

shown in Figure 6.2. The CO2 molecules are arranged to line up regularly with

an inter-molecular distance consistent with the experimental density obtained

from the NIST database [82]. MD simulations were run in order to get an

equilibrated crystal structure at 200 ◦C, under 10 bar and 25 bar respectively.
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(a) ZIF-zni (b) ZIF-2 (c) ZIF-3 (d) ZIF-4

(e) ZIF-6 (f) ZIF-8 (g) ZIF-10

Figure 6.1: ZIF slabs used for CO2 adsorption simulation which have been
run at temperature 200 ◦C, under pressure 25 bar. The imidizolate ligands are
replaced by rods for clear illustration. The Zn atoms are denoted by tetrahedral
shapes to show a better 3-D structure. The layer of pink atoms denotes the
surface of the slab.

Slab surfaces were created by cutting the Zn–N bonds which left the open

N, and then an extra H atom was attached to this open N. The Zn–N bond

was chosen to be cut based on the bond-valence deficiency model proposed by

Andreas Mutter [109]. According to this model, the morphology of a crystal

can be predicted by calculating the total chemical bond energy of a chosen

plane such as [1, 1, 0], [0, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1] etc˙ at different layers. The lowest energy

of the layer would be the one preferred. The Zn–N bond, which has the lowest
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chemical bond energy among all the bonds in ZIF crystals, was chosen when

bond-valence deficiency model applies [109]. Additional hydrogen atoms were

added to the open N atoms in the ligand ring to create new N–H chemical

bonds. To keep the whole system neutral, the atomic charges were calculated

for these additional H atoms to make the total charge of the system equals to

zero. The charges for these additional H atoms are 0.235 e for ZIF-4 and ZIF-8,

and 0.24 e for ZIF-7.

The surfaces were created along the Z-axis (that is, the slab is in the X–Y

plane) of the simulation box and the ZIF crystals were kept periodic in the X–Y

plane as shown in Figure ??. The slabs were constructed to contain at least 10

layers of pore structures along Z axis to guarantee the slab is thick enough

for a complete absorption process been observed. The simulation boxes were

set up to have the X and Y axes with more or less the same length, and to be

as wide as the slab is thick to guarantee the system is big enough to produce

statistic data.

6.1.3 Simulation environment control

In the simulations, the pressures and temperatures should be consistent with

the real absorption environment for industrial plants. According the the IEA

reports [3], the operating temperature of a typical CO2 absorption system in

an industrial plant ranges from 200 ◦C to 400 ◦C, and the pressure ranges

from 10 bar to 30 bar. I used a temperature of 200 ◦C and a range of pressures

(10 bar, 25 bar and 30 bar) in my simulations. I use the pressure unit of bar

(10 bar = 1 MPa) for easy comparison with atmospheric pressure (1 bar).

In addition to the having set the temperature and pressure, the MD simula-

tion also requires instructions about the ensemble, time step, Ewald precision

and cutoffs etc. The chosen ensemble is NST, with a constraint to maintain the
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(a) Initial configuration of CO2 adsorption in
ZIF-3 slab

(b) Second stage starting configuration CO2
adsorption in ZIF-3 slab

Figure 6.2: A starting configuration of CO2 on top of ZIF-3 slab at temperature
200 ◦C and pressure 10 bar. The imidizolate ligands are replaced by rods for
clearer illustration. Zn atoms are denoted by tetrahedral shape to show a better
3D structure. A layer of pink atoms is the surface of the slab.

angles between the three sample axes in the case where these are orthogonal as

the ZIF simulations in Chapter 5. This ensemble will enable the pressure to be

applied to the CO2 gas directly, which will push molecules into the slab along

the Z direction. Additionally, the option of keeping Z axis orthogonal to the

X–Y plane avoids any shearing of the sample surface, which was sometimes

observed. The time step of the adsorption simulations have been set to 0.003 ps

per step which is larger than a typical time step 0.001 ps. Some test runs

showed that 0.003 ps is both efficient and accurate enough for the absorption

simulation, and therefore, this value was used in the absorption simulations.

The key point is that these simulations are so expensive that efficiency is a very

important factor.
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6.1.4 Simulation difficulty

A huge amount of CO2 gas was expected to be absorbed by ZIFs. However,

due to the density difference between and CO2 gas and solid ZIF slab, a much

larger volume of CO2 is required compared with the volume of ZIF slabs. This

will cause problems for many parallel MD codes, which are often designed to

divide the simulation box into small regions and map them onto each cores.

Such an algorithm usually assumes a sample with a more uniform density.

This might result in empty space being mapped onto some cores and lead to

inefficient communications between cores and nodes.

The technical difficulty can be overcome by adding a suitable volume of

CO2 molecules to run the simulation. The total volume of the system will

decrease as the gas molecules being squeezed in as expected. The process

will be terminated once all CO2 been pushed into the slab, which is referred

as one complete stage run. Then using the final configuration file generated

by one stage, DL_POLY’s REVCON file, another slab of of CO2 molecules

(approximately 1000 Å length along the Z axis) was added to top of the new

slab with CO2 (Figure 6.2). This process was repeated until the systems reached

equilibrium state, namely when no more CO2 molecules appear to enter the

slab.. Once the absorption system reaches the equilibrium state, the pores will

be saturated with CO2 molecules and no more gas can be pushed in. Hence

the volume will no longer shrink, and will stay as a constant volume.

6.1.5 Starting simulations on CO2 absorption in ZIF-2

Before the systematic simulation on the absorption in all the chosen ZIFs,

simulations on the CO2 absorption in ZIF-2 slab under 10 bar and 25 bar

have been tested respectively. The system under 10 bar has not reached

the saturation state yet. However, discussion in the following contents will
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show that the state ZIF-2 has reached so far under 10 bar has provided

adequate information for the next stage simulation. These tests can give

general information for the absorption simulation for other chosen ZIFs.

Absorption time cost

The absorption process can be monitored by the volume change, which has

been illustrated in Figure 6.3. The absorption process was found to slow down

as larger amounts of CO2 were pushed in. From the absorption simulation

under 10 bar (Figure 6.3 (a)), we can see that with more CO2 been added each

time, it took more time to push the gas into the slab. The first three stage runs

under 10 bar are not labelled since they took much less time compared with

the latter stage runs. They are referred as the early stage runs in the contents.

The early stages runs cost averagely 400 ps each, (400 ps, 300 ps and 520 ps).

The I, II, III and IV runs took approximately 820 ps, 1290 ps, 1890 ps and

3000 ps, respectively. The absorption under 25 bar (Figure 6.3 (b)) has shown

the same trend, in which the I and II stage runs have cost 570 ps and 3080 ps

respectively, and took approximately another 3000 ps to reach the equilibrium

state. The total time cost for CO2 adsorption under 10 bar took 7220 ps, and to

reach the equilibration state under 25 bar tool approximately 6650 ps, which is

shorter than for 10 bar. This comparison indicates that the absorption under

higher pressure is faster.

Resource cost

The total cpu time costs and number of cores used under both pressure have

been compared. The cpu time cost under 25 bar was 84 hours 22 minutes,

which is much shorter than the the cost under 10 bar which was 132 hours 48

minutes. The cpu time costs indicate that the adsorption under higher pressure

is more economic and efficient for the dynamics study.
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(a) Pressure: 10 bar (b) Pressure: 25 bar

Figure 6.3: The volume change of CO2 adsorption in ZIF-2 slab at 10 bar
and 25 bar, 200 ◦C respectively. Each line represents one stage run of CO2
been pushed into the ZIF-2 slab completely. They are labeled by the Roman
numerals (I, II, III and IV etc.). Each stage run is based on the former stage
run. For example, the II stage run starts with adding CO2 into the last output
configuration of of I stage run. The first three stage runs under 10 bar are not
labelled since they took much less time compared with the latter stage runs.
They are referred as the early stage runs in the contents.

The number of cores used for both pressures is the same and cannot be

optimised differently for different pressures. This is because the required

number of cores is affected by two factors, namely the size of simulation box

and total number of atoms. The size of the simulation box is related the the

volume of the ZIF slabs which does not change very much under 10 bar and

25 bar. Therefore the size difference can be neglected. The number of atoms is

more-or-less the same for both pressures, because the number of atoms in the

slab exceeds the number of atom in the gas. So both factors means that the

pressure does not influence the number of total cores used for the same ZIF

system. The cores used in the simulations range from 120 cores to 600 cores.

In addition,the number of cores which is confined by the code (DL_POLY

version 4.06.11) according to the size of simulation box. A number of tests have

shown that errors will be encountered when wrong number of cores (either

too big or too small number) were used. This indicates that that the number of

cores should be decreased when the gas been pushed in (the simulation box
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shrunk).

Due to reasons given above, when comparing the absorption process under

10 bar and 25 bar, the number of simulations cores under different pressure

can be excluded. Therefore, one can be sure the resource cost for a complete

absorption run from start to the saturation state is more economic under 25 bar

than 10 bar.

6.2 Systematic simulation of CO2 absorption in ZIFs

A systematic CO2 absorption in ZIFs has been performed at 200 ◦C under

25 bar, which is an ideal environment for complete absorption simulations

based above discussions. The time-dependence of the volume during the

absorption process is shown in Figure 6.4. From Section 6.1.5 we know that

the absorption process slows down as more CO2 is pushed into the slab. The

absorption process in ZIF-4, ZIF-6 and ZIF-10 have the same trend as ZIF-2,

in that the gas can be pushed in quickly at first and then the absorption rate

slows down as more gas is pushed in. The absorption time cost for ZIF-zni

and ZIF-3 is much less than for the others ZIFs, and I found that the gas was

pushed in and reached the equilibrium state very quickly. The absorption

process in ZIF-8 is an exception in that the volume change with time in ZIF-8

almost linear.
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 CO2 absorption in ZIF-zni CO2  absorption in ZIF-2

absorption CO2 absorption in ZIF-4

CO2  absorption in ZIF-6 CO2  absorption in ZIF-8

CO2 absorption in ZIF-10

CO2  absorption in ZIF-3

Figure 6.4: The change of volume during the CO2 absorption process in ZIFs
at 200 ◦C under 25 bar. Each line labeled by the Roman numerals represents
one stage run of CO2 been pushed into the ZIF slab completely. Each stage
run is based on the former stage run.

The number of Zn atoms, the sizes of the slabs, the absorption capacities of
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Table 6.1: CO2 absorption in ZIFs taken from the last outputs of the simulations.
NZIF is the number of total atoms in ZIF slabs, NCO2 is the total number of
absorbed CO2 molecules, DZn is the density of Zn atom in ZIF slabs, DCO2 is
the density of absorbed CO2 molecules. The unit of the densities is mol/ml. T
is the time cost of CO2 absorption from the start to saturation state.

NZIF NCO2 DZn DCO2 time (ps)
ZIF-zni 28008 1455 7.26 6.64 4859
ZIF-2 86112 9781 5.35 10.64 6656
ZIF-3 80896 11464 4.30 10.69 1369
ZIF-4 80896 9241 5.22 10.45 4029
ZIF-6 180992 25487 4.12 9.97 8205
ZIF-8 147584 3553 4.06 2.30 21085
ZIF-10 230496 34701 4.18 10.86 16508

the ZIF slabs, and the absorption time cost are illustrated in Table 6.1. The pore

(or channel) density is inversely proportional to the density of Zn atoms, with

a higher Zn density indicating a smaller pore structure which results in a lower

absorption ability because of smaller pore surfaces. This leads us to expect

a high CO2 gas capacity of ZIF with a high pore surface area. However, this

does not work with ZIF structures with well defined pores confined by dense

interconnected imidazolate linkers, such ZIF-7, ZIF-8 and ZIF-11. From the

Table we can see that ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6 and ZIF-10 have similar uptake

capacities, which approximately range from10 mol/ml to 11 mol/ml. Among

all the ZIFs, ZIF-10 has shown the highest capacity ZIF-8 has shown the lowest

capacity while it has the lowest Zn density although the density is similar to

ZIF-10. ZIF-zni has also shown a low gas uptake capacity but, contradictory

to ZIF-8, it has the highest Zn density among all the ZIFs I have studied. The

results implies that the uptake capacity is not related to the Zn density. The

interaction mechanism can be revealed by studying the absorption dynamics

and saturation state.
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6.2.1 Absorption capacity

The pure gas density outside the slab has also been calculated at 25 bar, 200 ◦C,

the value of which is approximately 34 kg/m3. This number is higher than

the experiment data 29 kg/m3. However, the simulation performed on pure

CO2 under the same condition in Chapter 4 have shown consistency with the

experimental data. This density is higher because the CO2 molecules are more

dense on the surfaces.

6.2.2 CO2 density profile

In addition to the the volume change, the absorption can be further studied by

looking into the CO2 density profiles in the ZIF slabs as shown in Figures ??

– 6.9, in which the two dashed lines denoted the edge of the slab and which

define the average length between two layers. The lines describe the number

of CO2 molecules per square meters inside and out side the slab along the

axis perpendicular to the slab surfaces. Most of the absorption processes in

the ZIFs have shown similar dynamics, except ZIF-8 which will be further

discussed in detail.

The CO2 density profiles at different stage indicates that the gas molecules

always accumulated in the surface layers and were then been pushed further

towards the inner layers by the accumulating gas molecules. Take the gas

absorption in ZIF-2 slab for instance, CO2 molecules were accumulated in

the layers near the surfaces (dashed lines) at 243 ps (first pane in the top row

Figure 6.5). As more gas molecules are pushed into the layers near the surfaces,

the are pushed into the deeper layers as shown at 1524 ps (second pane in the

top row and first in the bottom row in Figure 6.5). This dynamics continues

(third pane in the top row in Figure 6.5) until the gas is saturated in the slab

(the last two panes in Figures 6.5). This trend is consistent with the volume
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Figure 6.5: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 81 ps, 408 ps, 858 ps,1527 ps,
5727 ps and 10665 ps in ZIF-zni. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab
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Figure 6.6: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 243 ps, 1524 ps, 3354 ps, 4605 ps,
6081 ps and 11262 ps in ZIF-2. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab

change with the time. From the start, the gas molecules only need to stay near

the surface pores, but once more gas pushed in the accumulated gas has to be

pushed in further to leave the space for new gas molecules. The more layers

the gas molecules go through, more time the simulation took. This explains

why the absorption process slows down when more gas has been pushed in.
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Figure 6.7: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 213 ps, 366 ps, 840 ps, 2046 ps and
3318 ps in ZIF-3. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab
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Figure 6.8: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 381 ps, 798 ps, 1587 ps, 3432 ps,
3617 ps and 6084 ps in ZIF-4. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab

Among the systems I have studied, ZIF-8 is unique in that the gas molecules

stay in the layers close to the surfaces and resist being further pushed into

the slab in the manner seen in the other ZIFs. The accumulated CO2 gas

molecules fill the pores near the surface and block the pathways, which

prevents more molecule moving forward. This can be explained by the pore
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Figure 6.9: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 405 ps, 1302 ps, 1908 ps, 2739 ps,
4734 ps and 12300 ps in ZIF-6. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab
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Figure 6.10: Absorbed CO2 density profile at 300 ps, 3000 ps, 12711 ps, 20922 ps,
22734 ps and 25536 ps in ZIF-8. The Z axis is the axis normal to the slab

structure and adsorption site which will be discussed in the next chapter. This

is also consistent with the very slow change of volume along time as shown

in Figure 6.4 because the gas molecules cannot be pushed further due to the

blocked path.

From the density profile we can see that the CO2 in different ZIFs has shown
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(a) Side view of CO2 in ZIF-4 slab with per-
spective on

(b) Side view of CO2 in ZIF-4 slab with the
absence of ZIF-4 atoms

(c) Side view of ZIF-4 pore structure

Figure 6.11: CO2 molecules in ZIF-4 slab at equilibrium state.

different patterns. This is consistent with the different pore structures as shown

in Figures 6.11, from which we can see that the absorbed gas molecules are

nicely confined in the the pores (right pane of the image in top row) and result

in the same pattern as the pore structure illustrated in the third figure. This

can be further demonstrated by the absorption in ZIF-zni slab as illustrated

in Figure 6.12, the pattern of the occupied CO2 molecules is consistent with

the pore structure both from side view and top view. The occupied spaces in

ZIF-zni indicate that the gas molecules can be confined in both the channels

and pores.
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(a) Side view of CO2 in ZIF-zni
slab

(b) Side view of CO2 in ZIF-zni
slab with the absence of ZIF-zni
atoms

(c) Side view of
ZIF-zni pore struc-
ture

(d) Top view of CO2 in ZIF-zni
slab by looking down from the
top of slab surface with the per-
spective on

(e) Top view of CO2 in ZIF-zni
slab by looking down from the
top of slab surface with the ab-
sence of ZIF-zni atoms

(f) Top view of
ZIF-zni pore struc-
ture

Figure 6.12: CO2 molecules in ZIF-zni slab at equilibrium state

6.3 Absorption under higher pressure

To further understand the absorption dynamics and to explore the CO2 uptake

capacity of ZIFs, the absorption process has been investigated by increasing

the pressure from 25 bar to 30 bar. The configurations were adopted from the

last MD run at 25 bar (saturation state under 25 bar). Hence this simulation is
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Table 6.2: CO2 absorption in ZIFs under 25 bar and 30 bar. NCO2 is the number
of absorbed CO2 molecules, DCO2 is the density of the absorbed CO2 molecules,
the unit of which is mol/ml. and Pincrease is the increased percentage of the
absorbed CO2 molecules.

NCO2 (25bar) NCO2(30bar) DCO2(25 bar) DCO2 (30 bar) Pincrease
ZIF-zni 1448 1502 6.64 6.87 3.43%
ZIF-2 9739 10013 10.64 10.90 2.42%
ZIF-3 11458 12403 10.69 11.52 7.84%
ZIF-4 9222 9462 10.45 10.68 2.22%
ZIF-6 25371 26561 9.97 10.41 4.47%
ZIF-8 3552 4066 2.30 2.63 14.53%
ZIF-10 34630 35187 10.86 11.03 1.62%

a continuation simulation under an increased pressure 30 bar and the same

temperature 200 ◦C.

The change in volume of the different ZIF systems under increased pressure

is illustrated in Figure 6.13. The volume of all systems decreased rapidly under

the higher pressures (from 25 bar to 30 bar or 50 bar). This shrinking process

is contributed both by the absorption and the decreasing distance between

CO2 molecules under higher pressure.

To find out if more gas has been pushed into the ZIF under increased

pressure, the absorbed CO2 densities under pressure 25 bar and 30 bar in

different ZIFs are listed in Table 6.2. The results show that the absorption

uptake capacity of most of the ZIFs (ZIF-zni, ZIF-2, ZIF-4, ZIF-6 and ZIF-10)

under 30 bar is slightly higher than at 25 bar (less than 5% increase). These

small growth can be ignored compared with the uptake increase in ZIF-3

and ZIF-8 slabs which have shown exceptional higher increased percentage

(approximately 8% for ZIF-3 and 15% for ZIF-8). This mechanism of this high

increase can be revealed by the CO2 density profiles within the ZIF.

The density profile of absorbed CO2 in the ZIF-3 slab under 30 bar is shown

in Figure 6.14. It shows that the two density profiles share the same pattern

and the peaks under 30 bar, which indicates that the CO2 occupied the same
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pore adsorption sites but that more molecules have been pushed in under

higher pressure.

Figure 6.13: Volume change of CO2 absorption in ZIFs. The black lines
represents the adsorption under 25 bar, the red lines represents the adsorption
under 30 bar and the blue line represents the one under 50 bar.
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6.3.1 CO2 absorption in ZIF-8

ZIF-8 is a unique system compared with the other ZIFs. The CO2 molecules

are not pushed into the slab in the same way as for the other ZIF systems, but

instead the large pores in the centre of the slab remain empty. Therefore a

higher pressure of 50 bar has been exerted to see if more CO2 can be pushed

inwards to occupy the pores in the deeper layers. The gas molecules still stay

in layers near the surfaces even under higher pressure (30 bar and 50 bar)

as illustrated by the density profiles in Figure 6.15 even though more gas

molecules have been pushed in as indicated by the higher density peaks.

The pressure has been increased to 100 bar to explore the absorption uptake

in ZIF-8. The absorption dynamics monitored by the volume and the final

density profile at equilibrium state are illustrate in Figure 6.16. This simulation

is a continuation of the absorption from 25 bar and it has been run continuously

in two stages. The volume of the first stage run (I run in red line) decreased
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quickly due to the high density of CO2, and more CO2 was added (II run

denoted by light blue line) until the system reached the equilibrium state. One

thing needs to be mentioned before proceeding to the discussion is that CO2 is

in the pure gas phase at 200 ◦C and 50 bar (or lower pressures), whereas it is

in the supercritical phase [84] at 200 ◦C and100 bar. Later we can see that the

gas has behaved very differently during the absorption process under these

two phases.

The CO2 density profile (left pane in Figure 6.16) has indicated very inter-
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esting dynamics, in which it gives the number of CO2 molecules per square

meters inside and out the slab. Compared with the density profile of the

equilibrium state at 25 bar, the CO2 molecules have moved out of the slab

instead of being pushed in as under lower pressure (50 bar or less) after the

first stage run (decreased peaks in the slab, increased CO2 density outside the

slab). The CO2 molecules have been pushed in again after more molecules

have been added and reached the equilibrium state (light blue line). Another

unique thing about this density profile is that the number outside the slab

is approximately the same as the peaks inside the slab while under lower

pressure it is much lower than the one inside the slab (for example: the CO2

density profile under 25 bar denoted by the black line). This phenomena can be

explained by the forces among CO2 molecules. The forces under high pressure

is much stronger than the adsorption forces arises from the ZIFs. Since the

absorption dynamics caused by the imbalance between the forces among the

CO2 molecules and the forces between CO2 molecules and ZIF atoms, this

difference will attract the CO2 out from the slab to form a CO2 layer (red line)

with high density until the CO2 layer reaches the equilibrium and then pushed

the CO2 molecules back to the slab again. However, as we can see, due to the

stronger forces from the CO2 layer, the CO2 density inside the slab is no longer

higher than the layer like under lower pressures. This process might be related

to the supercritical fluid properties. More studies are needed to investigate

the mechanism of this absorption process. However, since this is not the main

study of this thesis, further studies are not included in this project.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, simulation under different pressures have shown that 25 bar is

an ideal pressure to simulate the process of absorption of CO2 into ZIF slabs,
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because it enables a complete absorption run. This simulation environment

can be applied to other gas absorption simulations.

The simulation dynamics at 200 ◦C, 25 bar in this Chapter have shown the

dynamics of the absorption processes. The CO2 molecules can be absorbed

easily by most of the studied ZIFs, except ZIF-8. The gas molecules can be

pushed into the ZIF from the surface, layer by layer, until they reach the

equilibrium state. Among the ZIFs I have studied, ZIF-10 has shown the

highest absorption capacity. For ZIF-8, the gas molecules only stay in the first

three layers and cannot be pushed in anymore. This indicates that ZIF-8 might

be more suitable for gas selection than for capture.



Chapter 7

Saturation state of the absorption

systems

7.1 Absorption mechanism and conditions

7.1.1 Absorption mechanism

In the previous chapter, the density profile of saturation states have shown that

patterns which are consistent with the pore structures. In addition, ZIF-8 has

also shown a unique CO2 blocking ability. The mechanism of these phenomena

can be revealed by further study of the saturation states of the systems, such

as studies of the CO2 adsorption sites, equilibrium dynamics, and any changes

of the ZIF structures.

The absorption happens when the attractive forces from the ZIFs acting

on CO2 overcome the attractive forces between the gas molecules. As the

attractive force is related to the distance between the ZIF atoms and CO2

molecules, at the start, the attraction is firstly dominated by the interaction

between the surface of slab and CO2 molecules. Once the gas molecules get

into the ZIFs, their movements are mostly decided by the ZIF porous structure

134
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and environment (temperature and pressure etc.). Well-defined pores (such

as the pore structures in ZIF-4, ZIF-8, ZIF-11 etc.) are more likely to attract

guest molecules due to their high pore surface area. However, it also means

that the guest molecules are inclined to stay in the pores due to their strong

attraction. To push the guest molecules through the pores, outer pushing

forces are required to overcome this strong trapping force.

7.1.2 Interactions between CO2 molecules and imidazolate ligands

The movements of the CO2 inside ZIFs at equilibrium state have been studied

through the animation made from the output HISTORY file. They have shown

that CO2 molecules are nicely confined in the pore (channel) structures and

tend to stay close to the imidazolate ligands. The animations have also shown

that the CO2 molecules move back and forth with the vibration of the ligands.

This implies that the CO2 molecules are mainly attracted by the ligands.

This attraction between the ligands and CO2 molecules is confirmed by a

closer look of the CO2 molecules in individual pores. The gas adsorption sites

in pores and channels of ZIF-zni, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4 and ZIF-6 are illustrated

in Figure 7.1 (ZIF-8 and ZIF-10 will be discussed in detail later in this section).

In the figure, most of the CO2 molecules stay close to the imidazolate ligands.

Although some of the gas molecules are trapped in the middle of the pores

(ZIF-zni) and channels (ZIF-2 and ZIF-3) rather than stay close the ligands, this

is because adsorption sites close to the ligands have already been taken and

saturated, therefore the other CO2 molecules have to stay further away from

the ligands.

The adsorption sites inside the pores and channels have further been

quantified by analysing the CO2–CO2 distance and CO2–ZIF atom distance

taken from snapshots from all the equilibrium systems. The results have shown
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(a) ZIF-zni (b) ZIF-2 (c) ZIF-3 (d) ZIF-4 (e) ZIF-6

Figure 7.1: Snapshots of CO2 adsorption sites in ZIF-zni, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4
and ZIF-6. H atoms are not shown for a better illustration. The grey atoms are
Zn. ’Transparent light blue atoms are used to illustrate the pore structure. N
and C atoms of the imidazolate ligands are represented by the wire bonds for
a better illustration.

that the dominant distance between CO2 molecules (C–C distance) is 4 Å. The

dominant distance between CO2 and imidazolate ligands is approximately

3.5± 0.2 Å. The dominant distance between CO2 and Zn is 4.2 Å. All these

numbers are universal to all the pores and channels. Histograms of CO2–CO2

distances in the ZIFs are shown in Figure 7.2. Most of the histograms, except

ZIF-8 (which will be articulated in latter section), have two peaks at 4 Å and

7 Å approximately. The peak at 4 Å is the C–C distance inside the pore

and channels, and 7 Å is the distance between two CO2 molecules located in

two different neighbouring channels or pores. Therefore the distance of the

neighbouring CO2 molecules is the double distance of the CO2–ligand distance

(2×3.5 Å=7 Å). This is illustrated in Figure 7.3 which is taken from the one of

the snapshots of saturated ZIF-zni. As we can see that most of the distance

between the CO2 molecules on the two sides is approximately 7 Å. This can be

easily explained by the attractive interaction between CO2 and ligands due to

the symmetry of the ligands that if one CO2 is located by one side of ligand, a

symmetric CO2 will be located by the other side, so the distance between the

two CO2 molecules is the double distance from CO2 to the ligand.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram of distance between CO2 molecules located inside the
ZIF structures.

7.1.3 Condition on pore diameter for CO2 absorption

By investigating the CO2–CO2 density in all the systems in the saturation state,

it was found that the smallest CO2–CO2 distance is 2.9 Å and the smallest

distance between an imidazolate ligand and a CO2 molecule is 2.2 Å. Therefore

the CO2 molecules have to keep a distance 2.2 Å from all imidazolate ligands

around it, and from this we can speculate that the CO2 molecules can only be

absorbed by pore or channels with a diameter bigger than 2× 2.2 = 4.4 Å. This

speculation is supported by the CO2 adsorption in ZIF-zni slab (Figure 7.4). In
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7.029 Å

5.986 Å

7.037 Å

7.093 Å

6.299 Å

Figure 7.3: The distance between CO2 molecules located on the two sides of
ligands. This is a piece of structure of took from ZIF-zni. A plane is formed by
the imidazolate ligands. The CO2 molecules on the left side of the plane are
from the pores and the one on the right are from the channels.

this image, the CO2 molecules have been both absorbed in the pores (denoted

by transparent balls) and the channels between the pores. However, another

kind of narrow channel in the middle, formed by the ligands with H in dark

blue colour, attracts none of CO2 molecules. This is because the channel

diameter ranges from 2.2 Å to 4 Å which is smaller than the diameter required

(4.4 Å) for CO2 to be able to pass through.

7.2 CO2 adsorption sites and related phenomena

The adsorption site is a key point to understand the general absorption mecha-

nism. One way to study the absorption site systematically is to use Zn atoms

as reference sites to denote the ZIF atom coordinates and calculate the density

profile of both Zn atoms and CO2 molecules as shown in Figures 7.5 – 7.11.

For a better illustration, only parts of the the profiles along all three directions

of the unit cell have been presented.
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Figure 7.4: Top view of CO2 adsorption sites in ZIF-zni. The pink and dark
blue atoms are the H.

These density profiles can help us to target the CO2 adsorption sites. The

spaces between the Zn layers are mostly empty pore space; therefore, if the

density profile of CO2 is located between the Zn profile layers among all three

axes, that means that the guest molecules have been nicely confined by the pore

or channel structures (such as the density profile of ZIF-2 shown in Figure 7.11),

otherwise the CO2 molecules are located close the Zn atom or imidazolate

ligands. The regular patterns of the profiles of both Zn and CO2 have confirmed

that our simulation sample is big enough to study the absorption. On the other

hand, due to its periodic pattern, one typical segmentation of the pattern (one

pore or channel structure) can be studied and applied to the whole system.

7.2.1 Phase transition in ZIF-10 induced by CO2 molecules

Comparing the density profile patters at different time during the absorption

process is an economic way to study the ZIF structures impacted by the guest

CO2 molecules. While most of the ZIFs remain stable, ZIF-10 has shown a

displacive phase transition induced by CO2, which is revealed by the density
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Figure 7.5: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-zni system at 200 ◦C and under 25 bar. The density profile along
all three directions (X, Y and Z axis) have been presented. The light blue areas
are Zn density profile and the black lines are CO2 density profiles.
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Figure 7.6: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-2 system at 200 ◦C and under 25 bar.
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Figure 7.7: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-3 system at 200 ◦C and under 25 bar.

profile in Figure 7.11. One can see a changing pattern develop in the Zn

density profiles along all three axes. Along the X axis, there are 4 peaks at the

beginning but 2 at the saturation state. Along the Y axis, the density of the 4

peaks expanded along the axis. Similar processes have occurred along the Z

axis. The changes of the structure are shown in Figure 7.12 from which we can

see that both the pores and channels have been squashed. The size of the slab
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Figure 7.8: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-4 system at 200 ◦C and under 25 bar.
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Figure 7.9: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-6 system at 200 ◦C and under 25 bar.
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Figure 7.10: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-8 system at 200 ◦C, under 100 bar. Although 100 bar is very
high pressure, the pattern of the density profile is the same as other low
pressures (25 bar), and the CO2 density profile under 100 bar is show more
comparative value with Zn density profile which is more helpful than it under
low pressures.

have changed along all three axes, which are from 185 Å, 185 Å, 169 Å to 183 Å,

173 Å, 164 Å along X, Y and Z axis respectively. The mechanism of this phase

transition can be studied by looking into the pore structure and the adsorption

sites during the absorption. The CO2 and Zn density profiles are consistent

with each other and share the same period length in space. Therefore, the
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Figure 7.11: Density profile of absorbed CO2 molecules and Zn atoms in
saturated ZIF-10 at 200 ◦C, under 25 bar. The top three figures are from the
beginning of the simulation (243 ps) and bottom three figures are the ones at
saturation state.

Figure 7.12: Top view ZIF-10 slab before (left pane) and after phase transition
(right pane). The imidazolate ligands are replaced by rods and the Zn is
represented by tetrahedron for a better illustration of the structure. The
tetrahedron in blue colour form the pore structure and the green ones form
the channels. Every pore is surrounded by four channels, this is consistent
with the 3-D structure presented in the Figure 1.3

dynamics of the CO2 density profile along the Z axis is sufficient to study the

relationship between the phase transition and CO2 intake. Figure ?? shows the

details details for this process. The first three density profiles show similar

patterns, but the last four profiles share another kind of pattern. Another thing

observed from these figures is that the pattern changes after the CO2 molecules
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Figure 7.13: CO2 absorption process revealed by the CO2 density profile in
ZIF-10. Absorbed CO2 density profile at 243 ps, 438 ps, 1326 ps, 2247 ps,
4278 ps, 7851 ps, 16423 ps and 22362 ps respectively in ZIF-10

occupied all the layers of ZIFs (from the third image to the fourth image). The

fourth image shows a dominant pattern consistent with the former pattern but

also contains some features of the latter patterns. This means that the phase

transition happens when the density of the gas within the ZIF is sufficient to

work with the whole ZIF structure.

Further study on this phase transition has been carried out by looking

into the change of individual pore structures and CO2 absorption sites as

shown in Figure 7.14. The snapshots in this Figure have further shown that

the adsorption process is a gradual phase transition process. We can see that
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X:

Y:

Z:

Start of the absortpion 795 ps 2247 ps Equilibrium state

Figure 7.14: Snapshots of CO2 molecules in one ZIF-10 pore from different
directions (two side views and one top view). The transparent blue ball in
the centre is used to help to demonstrate the pore structure. Top row and the
second row are two side views of from X and Y axis respectively. The last
row images are the top views look down to the surface of the slab. The black
imidazolate ligands in the third row are more or less parallel to the X–Y plane
and the ligands in blue are the ones perpendicular to the plane. The dashed
arrows from the beginning (the first column) denote the deformation direction
of the pore.

the pores have been gradually squashed along the Z axis as shown in the first

two rows in Figure 7.14. Meanwhile the pores are squashed along the Y axis

as well, but elongate along the X axis, as shown in the last row the figure.

The deformation of the channel along the Z axis is the same as the pore but

opposite along the X and Y axes. This is because the pore and channels are

parallel to the Z axis but surrounded by each other in the X–Y plane.

As I have discussed, the gas molecules are attracted by the imidazolate

ligands, and therefore they tend to stay close to the eight-membered rings as

illustrated in the third row images in Figure 7.14 (at 795 ps and 2247 ps) (a

better perspectives back to Figure 5.15 (a)). Then these CO2 molecules will
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tend to push the side chains, which will lead to the deformation of the pore.

The CO2 molecules will tend to stay close to the side imidazolate ligands once

these locations have been occupied, so the gas molecules pushed in later can

only stay in the centres of the pores (at 2247 ps and equilibrium sate).

7.2.2 Gate opening effect caused by the interaction between

imidazolate ligands and CO2 molecules

In addition to the deformation of the structure, some of the N–Zn–C–C in-

version angles have changed, which leads to a phenomenon referred as the

gate opening effect. From the top view along the Z axis (third row images) in

Figure 7.14 we can see that eight imidazolate ligands (coloured in blue) belong

to the side chains that are perpendicular to the X–Y plane, then they became

parallel to the X–Y plane since the CO2 molecules got in. Another two ligands

(blue one at 795 ps and 2247 ps) were originally parallel to the X–Y plane and

changed back to the flat position when more CO2 molecules are accumulated

in the centre. Except for the side ligands, all the other ligands on the top and

the bottom of the pore are flat at the equilibrium state. This is also caused by

the pushing forces from the CO2 molecules, and it appears that all the pore

gates (ligands) have been pushed to open up.

This effect is also applicable to other ZIFs. If we go back to Figure 7.1, we

can see that most of the CO2 molecules are parallel to the nearest imidazolate

ligands in all the ZIF pore and channels. A closer look, as shown in Figure 7.3,

illustrates this well. We can see that most of the CO2 molecules on both sides

are parallel to the imidazolate ligand plane rather than perpendicular to it.

This interaction between CO2 molecules and ligands indicates that the CO2

molecule will adjust its orientation to be parallel to the ligands once it has

gotten in. On the other hand, the counter-active pushing force exerted on
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Figure 7.15: ZIF-8 pore structure and its path for CO2 molecule. The image
on the left presents the crystalline structure. Right image is one ZIF-8 pore
structure with all atoms presented.

the ligands might cause the deformation of the structure. This deformation

depends on the stability of the structure. However, this stability is different

from the stability under the pressure exerted on the surface of the crystal as

we discussed in Chapter 5.

7.2.3 Absorption path blocking in ZIF-8

ZIF-8 is a special case for CO2 absorption as revealed in the previous chapter,

where we saw that the CO2 molecules cannot fill the pores that are located

three layers deep or more from the surface. This can be well explained by the

interaction between CO2 molecules and imidazolate ligands.

CO2 absorption path in ZIF-8

Based on the CO2–imidazolate ligand interaction discussed in the previous

chapter, the absorption path in the structure can be tracked. This path is

decided both by the size of the empty area on the pore surface and the

adsorption sites. From the top view of the slab in Figure 7.15 (left pane) one
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Figure 7.16: ZIF-8 pore structure and its absorption path for for CO2 molecule.
The image on the left is the pore structure with the absence of CO2. Right
image presented with absorbed CO2 molecules under 100 bar.

can see that there are two kinds of channels formed by the pores. They are the

square enclosed by the pink tetrahedrons and four olive shape ones around it.

A detailed view of the pore is illustrated in the right pane. The black circles

are the empty areas on the surface of a pore that a guest molecule might able

to pass through. The round circle in the middle is consistent with the square

channel enclosed by the pink Zn atoms in the right pane. The diameter of

this circle is 4 Å which is smaller than the required diameter 4.4 Å for CO2

passing through. On the other hand, the diameter for the empty circle area

on the sides is 6 Å. Therefore, CO2 molecules can only pass through the side

channels formed by the 6 Zn atoms.

Once the possible passing area has been targeted, the absorption path can

be predicted as shown in Figure 7.16. From the above discussion we know

that CO2 molecules can only pass through the large side channels. The ideal

path would be that the CO2 molecules are pushed from the top, enter the pore

through the side channels, and then be pushed out the pore though the big

side channels straightly (dotted arrow denoted in left pane of Figure 7.16).

However, as it is known that the CO2 molecules have to keep a distance of 3.5 Å
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at least from the ligands. Therefore a trapping area exists inside the pore (light

blue transparent sphere). This a spherical area with a diameter approximately

3.5 Å which is smaller than the pore diameter formed by the ligands. Once

CO2 molecules enter the pore, they will be kept in the trapping area. Some of

them might get out of the pore through the possible trajectory through the big

side channels denoted by the black arrow in Figure 7.16. Hence, we hope to

see that the CO2 molecules fill all the pores of the ZIF-8 slab. However, from

the CO2 density profile at the equilibrium state, as shown in Figure 7.10, we

already know that the CO2 molecules only stay in the first three layers of the

ZIF-8 slab, and this is opposite to what we expect.

Path blocking and gate opening effect in ZIF-8

From the previous discussion we know that the CO2 molecules are always

parallel to the plane of imidazolate ligands. This can be also be the same for

the interaction between other types of ligands (type II and type III) and the

CO2 molecules, although the imdazolate ligands in ZIF-7 (type II) and ZIf-8

(type III) are different from the ligands we discussed above (type I). This is

illustrated in Figure 7.17, in which three ligands are lined up on the plane in

ZIF-8. From this figure, we can see that most of the nearest CO2 molecules are

parallel to this plane.

The parallel positions put restrictions on the CO2 molecules and only a

few of them might become perpendicular to these planes by random chance

(parallel to the black arrows) can move out of the trapping pores. Therefore

most of the CO2 molecules are trapped in the surface layers, and only rarely

can CO2 molecules travel towards the deeper layers (right pane in Figure 7.17).

The channel ligands lined up in the same plane can be considered as closed

gates that can be pushed open as happened in ZIF-10. This might be achieved

by applying higher pressure and different guest molecule (solvent instead of
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Figure 7.17: ZIF-8 pore structure and its path for guest molecule. The image on
the left is the pore structure with the absence of CO2. Right image presented
with absorbed CO2 molecules under 100 bar.

gas for example). Furthermore, this effect might cause the phase transition,

and this open gate can be predicted as shown in Figure 7.18. This idea is

consistent with experiments carried out by Moggach and Bennett [110] and in

Matthew R. Ryder’s work [111]. In their work, a phase transition associated

with the opening gate effect has been observed in ZIF-8 and the result is

consistent with what has been predicted here. Therefore both ZIF-8 and ZIF-10

can go through similar phase transitions caused by the opening gate effect

due to the interaction between imidazolate ligands and guest molecules. This

indicates that similar structures such as ZIF-7 and ZIF-11 with closed gates

formed by imidazolate ligands might go through the same phase transition

with the opening gate effect.

However, due to the complexity of different structures, various other de-

formations might occur in addition to the opening gate effect. Therefore,

to predict the phase transition structure, the specific pore structure of the

materials should be taken into consideration. Take ZIF-7 for example. Phase

transitions have been observed in experiments [112] as shown in Figure 7.19.
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(a) Closed ligands gate (b) Open ligands gate

Figure 7.18: Predicted ZIF-8 pore structure after phase transition. Image on
the right is the original ZIF-8 pore structure. The channels are formed by
closed imidazolate ligands which forms a plane. The ligands in the right pore
structure are manually twisted to decrease the blocking area and forms a bigger
channel, this new structure is the predicted structure with the imidazolate
ligands open up illustrated by the left image.

The experiments showed that two phase transitions in ZIF-7 have both been

induced by the guest molecules, and the gate opening effect occurred as we

expect based in this discussion. Figure 7.19 has clearly shown that from ZIF-7-I

to ZIF-7-II, the imidazolate ligands have changed their positions, and the

planes of the ligands have gotten closer to the perpendicular line of the pore

channel plane.

The last key point we have learned from this analysis is that even though

the imidazolate ligands are different (ZIF-7, ZIF-8 and ZIF-10), and guest

molecules are also different, dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent molecules and

water molecules used in ZIF-7, hydrostatic medium used in ZIF-8 and CO2

used in ZIF-10, the interaction mechanism are the same.
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Figure 7.19: ZIF-7 phase transition induced by guest molecules detected by
Pu Zhao [112]. With heating, ZIF-7-I in dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent
has undergone a phase transition ZIF-7-II and it is has gone through another
phase transition to ZIF-7-III with the presence of water molecules. A third
phase transition has happened from ZIF-7-II to ZIF-7-III with the presence of
water molecules.

7.3 Conclusion

From this chapter, the results have shown that the main interaction between

ZIF atoms and CO2 interaction is dominated by the imidazolate ligand–CO2

interaction. CO2 molecules tend to be parallel to the imidazolate plane due to

this interaction, and results in both the gate opening effect and a displacive

phase transition in ZIF-10. This gate opening effect helps us to predict the

same kind displacive phase transition induced by guest molecules in ZIF-7,

ZIF-10 and ZIF-11.

In addition, due to the dominant imidazolate ligand–CO2 interaction, the

preferential absorption sites have been shown to be close to the ligand with a

average distance of 3.5 Å. The minimum distance has also been measured as

2.2 Å. From this, the minimum pore (channel) diameter for the CO2 absorption
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in ZIFs must be 4.4 Å.

Furthermore, the average CO2–CO2 distance inside the pore and channel

structures have also been determined, which is approximately 4 Å. All these

data associated with the gate opening effect are useful to understand the

CO2 absorption in others ZIFs, including the displacive phase transitions, gas

selectivity, CO2 absorption path track and absorption sites.

The method used to analysis the data and phenomena are also applicable to

other gas (N2, CH3 and SO2 etc.) absorption in ZIFs. It will help to understand

the processes involving gas mixtures.



Chapter 8

CO2 de-absorption from ZIFs

8.1 Staring configuration

So far, the CO2 have been pushed into most of the ZIFs (except ZIF-8) and

reached the saturation state successfully. For industrial use, removing the CO2

is also required. It would not be a surprise that the de-absorption process is a

reverse dynamics of absorption. Traditionally there are two ways to take the

absorbed molecules out, namely increasing the temperature or decreasing the

pressure.

In the de-absorption simulation, pressure was decreased to see if the CO2

molecules will come out. The sample was obtained from the equilibrium sate

of absorption simulation. The starting configuration is obtained from the last

absorption simulation at 200 ◦C and 25 bar. The pressure was decreased to

1 bar.

The way to handle the de-absorption simulation is basically a reverse pro-

cess of absorption simulation. Generally, the simulations have been performed

as separate runs. When the gas was released to a certain amount, the re-

leased gas was taken out manually and another run started based on this new

configuration, with a manually-decreased volume.

153
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8.2 Technical difficulties

8.2.1 Expanding volume

The same MD code, DL_POLY version 4.06.1.1, was used for the de-absorption

simulations. One technical problem I encountered with this version is caused

by the expanding volume. As it has been discussed in the opening Section in

Chapter 6, this version divided the region of the simulation box evenly and

maps the divided regions onto each core. Due to the expansion of the volume,

the volume will exceed the limitation that the number of cores allowed to work

with. Therefore the number of cores has to be increased when the volume

reaches the limitations. This means the simulation has to be restarted with

a new number of cores appropriate for the new volume. Alternatively, the

number of CO2 molecules outside the slab can be deleted to decrease the total

volume. This is a reverse process of absorption simulation. Unfortunately, the

reverse process stopped working when a certain amount of gas molecules are

released from the slab and the problem has not been tracked down yet, in spite

of discussion with the lead code author. The last option was to switch to using

DL_POLY classic (version Classic 1.9) which has been tested and works well

with slabs. However, this classic version does not provide NST with orthogonal

axis constraints, which means that the sample cannot be kept into orthogonal

shape during the simulation.

8.2.2 Ewald precision

Another difficulty encountered during the de-absorption simulation is the

Ewald precision. In DL_POLY, Ewald precision is used to estimate the Ewald

convergence parameter α in Equation 2.62 when the Ewald sum is used. For

most of the simulations, the Ewald precision is set to 10−5 which is a commonly
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used value and has been proved to be stable for CO2 absorption, bulk ZIF

structure simulation and CO2 gas simulation etc. However, this precision is

too low when the volume expanded after a certain stage, and the simulation

became unstable. In addition, it is found that the simulation results varies

with the number of cores been used with such precision. This can be fixed by

adopting the Ewald precision with a precision as fine as 10−15. This precision

is accurate enough for starting the de-absorption simulations. However, even

higher precision is required when more gas molecules are released from the

slab, and this costs much longer time to run which is too expensive for the

de-absorption simulation.

From the discussion above, the de-absorption process can be simulated by

MD, but a complete run from the de-absorption to equilibrium state cannot be

achieved due to technical difficulties associated with running on parallel com-

puting cores. Therefore, only short period simulations have been performed to

investigate the de-absorption process.

8.3 De-absorption dynamics and mechanisms

The methods of studying the de-absorption process are the same as the way

absorption studied. Firstly, the volume developments as shown in Figure 8.1

were monitored during the de-absorption. De-absorption process of ZIF-2,

ZIF-3, ZIF-4 and ZIF-10 have shown the same trend – the de-absorption process

slows down as the volume expands – which is exactly the opposite to the

absorption process. Take the de-absorption in ZIF-3 for instance, starting from

the same volume, the I run took 40 ps but took approximately 160 ps in the II

run to expand to the same volume. The de-absorption process in ZIF-3, ZIF4

and ZIF-10 have shown the similar trend as ZIF-2.

Although the system volume expanded, this expansion is caused both
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Figure 8.1: CO2 de-absorption dynamics in ZIFs at 200 ◦C, under 1 bar. The
configuration of the first run (I run) is taken from the last output files of
absorption under 25 bar.

by the expansion of the CO2 itself and the release of the gas from the slab.

Therefore, the total number of absorbed CO2 molecules has to be calculated

to see how many gas molecules have come out. The decreased percentage

of absorbed CO2 molecules are shown in table 8.1. The Table shows that big

portions of the gas have been released in ZIF-2, ZIF-3 and ZIF-4 already. It
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Table 8.1: CO2 de-absorption in ZIFs under 1 bar. NCO2 is the number of
absorbed CO2 molecules, Time (ps) is the time elapsed since the pressure
changed into 1 bar from 25 bar. Decrease percentage is the (released CO2
amount from the slab at 1 bar)/(absorbed CO2 amount at 25 bar)

NCO2 (25bar) NCO2(1bar) Time (ps) Decreased percentage
ZIF-2 9781 8710 402 16.47%
ZIF-3 11464 8547 555 25.44%
ZIF-4 9241 6588 903 28.71%
ZIF-10 34701 32978 462 5%

takes longer time to release the gas in ZIF-2. However, their trends in Figure 8.1

indicates that the systems are still far away from the equilibrium state which

means larger portion of CO2 can still be released from these ZIFs, including

ZIF-10.

To accelerate the de-absorption process, de-absorption at higher tempera-

ture 400 ◦C have also been simulated as shown in the last image in Figure 8.1.

It took approximately 66 ps at 200 ◦C but only 42 ps at 400 ◦C to expand to the

same volume. The number of CO2 molecules get out of the slab have also been

determined which further showed that the gas molecules are released quicker

at higher temperature. While only 684 CO2 molecules have been released at

200 ◦C after 66 ps, it only took two thirds of the time (42 ps) to release a triple

amount (2294 molecules) of CO2 at 400 ◦C. This means that the guest CO2

molecules can be released significantly by heating up the system.

8.4 ZIF-10 pore structure restored after the

de-absorption

It is has been shown in the previous Chapter that ZIF-10 has gone through a

displacive phase transition due to the interaction between imidazolate ligands

and CO2 molecules, in this Section the pore structure of ZIF-10 after the reverse
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Figure 8.2: CO2 de-absorption dynamics in ZIF-10. The top three images
are the top view (look down from the top of the slab) of ZIF-10 structure
before the CO2 absorption state, equilibrated state after the absorption and the
post de-absorption state. The bottom images are the consistent top views of
ZIF-10 pore structures. The first column images are the structure before the
CO2 absorption. The second column images are obtained from the saturation
sate without the absence of CO2 molecules. The third column images are the
structures performed by MD based on the saturation structure but without
the CO2 molecules. The closed imidazolate ligands gate are marked in blue
colours as in Figure 7.14.

de-absorption process will be explored. Although the study in the previous

Section has shown that the absorbed gas molecules can be released from the

slab by decreasing the pressure or increasing the temperature, there still exists

technical difficulties to reach the final de-absorption equilibrium sate. This

made it is impossible to study the reverse dynamics of the structure from a

complete de-absorption process. However, the de-absorption trends imply that

large portion of CO2 molecules will be released from the ZIFs, even though

there might be few gas molecules lurking inside the slab and wandering

around, they are not enough to dominate the whole ZIF structure. Therefore
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it is possible to explore the structure by taking away all the CO2 molecules

manually from the DLPOLY input files. The output files obtained from the last

run of the absorption process (which have reached the equilibrium sate) were

adapted as new input files in which the CO2 molecules and associate potentials

have been removed. A MD simulation without any equilibrium steps has been

performed based on these new input files. The comparison of the ZIF-10

structures before the CO2 absorption, under the absorbed equilibrium sate and

after de-absorption is shown in Figure 8.2. The top row images have shown

that although there is a slight difference, the ZIF structure changed by the guest

molecules has almost recovered to the original structure before the absorption.

This is further demonstrated by the recovery of the pore structures (the bottom

images). The opening gates formed by the imidazolate ligands (gas saturation

sate) have closed again with the absence of CO2 molecules. This recovered

structure and the de-absorption dynamics shows that the de-absorption is a

reverse process of absorption as expected.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the CO2 de-absorption process have been studied in a few ZIF

systems (ZIF-2, ZIF-4, ZIF-6 and ZIF-10). The simulations have shown that the

gas can be released by decreasing the pressure or increasing the temperature.

It has also shown the the gas release process can be significantly accelerated

by increasing the temperature.

The de-absorption simulations on ZIF-10 have shown that the deformation

of the structure induced by guest molecules will be restored if the guest

molecules are totally released. Similar processes are expected for other ZIF

material which share a similar structure with ZIF-10, such as ZIF-7.
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Conclusions

This thesis has presented a set of systematic empirical MD simulations on

CO2, ZIFs, and the CO2 absorption process in ZIF slabs. They have been based

on new models for the interatomic interactions which have been developed

based on quantum chemistry calculations as described in Chapter 3. One novel

feature is to have used the DMA method to determine the atomic charges

based on cluster calculations.

The MD simulations on crystalline ZIFs under different pressures and

temperatures have investigated the vibrational flexibility and predicted some

displacive phase transitions. ZIF-2 and ZIF-6 have gone through non-reversible

displace phase transition when heated up. After the phase transition, ZIF-2

shares a similar structure with ZIF-1, which is consistent with experimental

results. ZIF-1, ZIF-2, ZIF-3, ZIF-4, ZIF-6 and ZIF-10 have undergone displacive

phase transitions with increased pressure. ZIF-7, ZIF-8 and ZIF-11 have shown

stability with both increased temperature and pressure. The mechanism of the

stability and phase transitions under increased pressures have been analysed

based on the shapes of the pores. This is helpful to understand the stability

of other frameworks and also provide information for the applications of the

materials.

160
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My new model for CO2 molecules has been shown to give a good account of

both fluid phase and solid phase properties. When such models are developed

workers do not usually pay attention to all phases, but the breadth of data

possible with multiple phases should make for a better model overall.

The simulations on CO2 absorption in ZIFs have been performed with

environments close to the real industrial power plants. The simulations have

produced a large amount of data. From the simulation results, the CO2 density

inside ZIFs has been quantified, and the key distances such as the distance

between the CO2 molecules (around 4 Å) and the CO2–imidazolate ligand

distance (around 3.5 Å) have been used to analyse the ways in which the

CO2 ligands adsorb onto the surfaces of the pores within the ZIF structures.

Furthermore, the minimum channel diameter required for CO2 to pass through

the network structure has been found to be 4.4 Å. These data obtained from

the simulation results are helpful to quantify the absorption capacity in the

ZIF system.

A displacive phase transition induced by the CO2 molecules has been

observed, and a unique CO2 blocking ability has been found in ZIF-8. These

phenomena has been successfully explained by the interaction between the

CO2 molecules and imidazolate ligands. The main attraction on the CO2

molecules is from the imidazolate ligands, enabling the CO2 molecules to be

nicely confined in most of the ZIFs (except ZIF-8) and stay close to, and parallel

to, the imidazolate ligands meanwhile moving with the vibration of the ligands.

This interaction leads to the opening gate effect, and also induces the displace

phase transition in ZIF-10. This provides a guide for the prediction of the

phase transitions in ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 induced by the guess molecules, which

are consistent with the ones reported from experiments. This mechanism

can be applied to analysis other ZIFs with similar structures. The methods

developed to analysis the results can also be used for other gas absorption in
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other frameworks.

In addition to the absorption simulation, the de-absorption processes have

also been simulated. The de-absorption simulation results have shown that

the CO2 molecules can be taken out by decreasing the pressure or increasing

the temperature. The CO2 de-absorption in ZIF-10 has indicated that the

displacive phase transition induced by the guest molecules is reversible. The

structure of the the ZIFs can be restored by taking out the guest molecules. All

these results can provide practical information for the CO2 absorbing system

equipped to the power plants.

In a summary, the methods used to develop the models in this thesis

can be applied to other systems. The DMA method has been proved to be

powerful for atomic charge fitting. Secondly, the methods used to analysis

the ZIF structures and absorptions can be used to for other similar systems

as well. Thirdly, the study on ZIF structures provides atomic scale view

on the phase transitions and helped to explain the phenomena. Fourth, the

systematic study on the CO2 absorption and de-absorption in ZIFs have given

practical data for the CO2 capture in industrial power plants. The simulation

methods can be expanded to various gas absorption and selection simulation

in other materials. In addition, the absorption conditions for CO2 have been

given and the interaction mechanism is given which is helpful to understand

the experiment phenomena at atomic level and helpful to predict absorption

behaviour.
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